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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Kinetic modelling of enhanced electron acceleration and gamma-ray emission
in high-power laser interactions with structured targets

by

Tao Wang

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Sciences (Engineering Physics)

University of California San Diego, 2020

Professor Alexey Arefiev, Chair

With the advent of petawatt-class laser facilities, laser intensities reach unprece-

dented levels enabling novel and efficient regimes of secondary particle and radiation beams.

A regime involving relativistic transparency of dense plasmas and the generation of a

Megatesla-level azimuthal magnetic field is shown to be promising for generating energetic

electrons and collimated gamma-ray beams. This dissertation focuses on the above regime

to explore the acceleration mechanism of electrons, to optimize the gamma-ray yield, to

examine the application to two-photon pair production, and to investigate the feasibility of

magnetic field detection.
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First, we investigate direct laser acceleration in the presence of a strong azimuthal

magnetic field. Test-particle models are built to explain the enhanced acceleration. The

magnetic fields mitigate electron dephasing and allow an efficient acceleration over a

short distance. We then report the important role of the laser phase velocity on electron

confinement in this acceleration regime.

We investigate the emission of collimated gamma-ray beams from laser-irradiated

channel targets through three-dimensional kinetic simulations. We find a strong power

scaling of conversion efficiency into MeV-level photons. The electron-positron pair pro-

duction via two-photon collisions directly benefits from such a power scaling. We explore

two schemes of generating pairs through the linear Breit-Wheeler process: colliding two

gamma-ray beams and colliding one gamma-ray beam with blackbody radiation. The

strong power scaling boosts the pair yield to the level of 105.

Our research on the hollow-channel regime corroborates the robustness of prefilled

channels. Due to the influence of ion motion, electrons acceleration and photon emission

degrade in hollow channels. With a broader angular spread of gamma-ray beams, the pair

yield in hollow channels is shown to be less efficient.

At last, we examine the feasibility of detecting Megatesla-level magnetic fields. We

choose XFEL beams to detect magnetic fields, based on the magnetic field inducing a

polarization rotation via the Faraday effect. A setup of structured targets with a prefilled

channel which mitigates the reduction of rotation caused by relativistic transparency is

necessary to achieve rotations that exceed 0.1 mrad. A study on laser focusing configurations

suggests there is flexibility regarding laser intensities.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 High power lasers

The invention of the technology of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) by Strickland

and Mourou [1] in 1980s has revolutionized the development of high-power ultrafast lasers.

Their breakthrough was implementing a series of optics, such as prisms or diffraction

gratings to stretch a short pulse in time before it is amplified, thereby making the intensity

low enough without the potential ruining the optical components during the amplification.

As shown in Fig. 1.1, the introduction of CPA has led to the era of petawatt (PW) laser

facilities and even beyond. Along with the boost of laser power, the laser intensity has

risen to unprecedented levels extending the field of laser physics from eV to MeV, to even

TeV [2,3].

At the ultra-high intensity regime, a laser-matter interaction quickly becomes the

interaction of a laser pulse with a plasma. The laser fields at the leading edge of a high-

intensity laser pulse are already strong enough to ionize the irradiated material. The laser

pulse transfers its energy to the plasma electrons and then this energy can be converted

into kinetic energy of other particles, such as ions [4], neutrons [5], x-rays [6] and gamma-
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rays [7, 8]. The ultra-intense laser-plasma interaction leads to a series of novel optical

phenomena [2], such as relativistic self-focusing, high order harmonic generation, relativistic

transparency and non-linear quantum electrodynamics (QED) effects.

Figure 1.1: Laser peak power and focused intensity development timeline [3, 9]. The
technology of CPA changed the evolution of laser power and intensity and led to the
development of PW lasers.

In this dissertation, we are mainly interested in the general parameters of the

existing and upcoming multi-PW to 10-PW class, ultrafast laser facilities [10]. Intensities

in the range of 1022 W/cm2 and 1023 W/cm2 are expected as very realistic values across

several such laser facilities, such as ELI-NP [11], Texas PW laser [12], CoReLS laser [13]

and Apollon [14]. At such intensities, the electromagnetic fields are so strong that QED

emission processes start influencing the laser-plasma interaction. The importance of strong

field QED effects can be determined by the parameter η,

η = e~
m3c4

|Fµνpν |=
γ

ES

√√√√(E + 1
c

[v×B]
)2
− 1
c2

(E ·v)2 (1.1)

where Fµν is the electromagnetic field tensor, pν is the four-momentum of the electron, v

is the velocity of an electron, γ = 1/
√

1−v2/c2 and ES = 1.3×1018 V/m is the Schwinger

field. Roughly η ∼ 0.1× (Ilaser/5× 1022 W/cm−2) [15], which suggests η ∼ 0.1 for the
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considered intensities signifying the importance of QED effects in this regime.

1.2 Relativistic transparency regime

In the non-relativistic regime, the refractive index of the plasma can be written as

n=
√

1−ne/ncr, where ne is the plasma density and ncr is the classically critical density.

ncr, also referred to as the cutoff density, is expressed as ncr =meω
2/(4πe2) with ω as the

laser frequency. A plasma target is transparent to the laser pulse if the plasma density is

smaller than the classically critical density, i.e. ne < ncr. Above the critical density limit,

the refractive index becomes imaginary and the plasma turns opaque to the laser pulse.

The laser is then reflected instead of propagating through. The latter plasma is often called

overdense plasma.

When it comes to ultra-high intensities, strong laser field can quickly heat electrons

to relativistic energies and alter the optical properties of an overdense plasma. The quiver

energy of an electron in a plane wave can be estimated as [16]

γmec
2 =

√
1 +a2

0/2mec
2 (1.2)

where a0 is the laser normalized vector potential characterizing laser electric field strength.

In practical units, we can write a0 as

a0 = eE0
mecω

= 0.855×
√

I

1×1018 W/cm2 ×
λ

1 µm , (1.3)

where I is the laser peak intensity, E0 is the incident peak field strength and λ is the

laser wavelength. Given an intensity of 1×1022 W/cm2, a0 = 85.5 meaning the γ-factor of

electrons due to the heating is also 85.5. The increase in energy is an increase in mass, which

effectively raises the critical density by a factor of γ and optically switches the plasma from
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otherwise opaque to transparent. The relativistically corrected expression for the plasma

refractive index then becomes n=
√

1−ne/(γncr). This correction significantly expands

the range of transparency-that is to say, the density range expands from 0< ne < ncr to

0< ne < γncr. The change in transparency due to electron heating is termed as relativistic

transparency or relativistically induced transparency [16–19]. Statistically considering the

bulk electron heating, the transparency range can be expressed with a0 approximately as

0< ne < a0ncr. Relativistic transparency enables extensive laser coupling with overdense

plasmas; it is essential for the high-power laser and plasma interaction. It has motivated

not only basic studies on the transparency threshold [20], but also researches on novel

optics, such as high-order harmonics, plasma mirror, optical shutter [21] and relativistic

plasma polarizer [22].

It has to be stressed that the density range given above is an overestimate because of

the simplified setup. More refining considerations should include the hole boring dynamics

which happens on a longer time scale, i.e. the ion time scale. The strong laser ponderomotive

force could push electrons forward and form a strong electrostatic field to drive ions’ motion.

Shifting close to the upper limit of the transparency range γncr, the laser-plasma interaction

could reach an intermediate regime, the so-called incomplete hole boring [23]. The plasma

density we focus on has ne� γncr, well within the relativistic transparency regime.

In this dissertation, we investigate the interaction between ultra-intense laser pulses

and initially cold, homogeneous overdense plasmas. The laser pulse propagates through

the overdense plasma due to relativistically induced transparency. With the propagation

of the laser, substantial amount of electrons are drawn from the target and form a strong

current which generates unprecedented level of azimuthal magnetic field. The self-generated

magnetic field plays two important roles: it enhances the energy gain of the laser accelerated

electrons and it induces emission of gamma rays by deflecting energetic electrons. The

synergy of these two processes in the channel leads to a significant enhancement of the
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gamma-ray yield.

1.3 Core algorithms in Particle-in-Cell simulations

This research heavily relies on the fully kinetic Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations.

The short laser pulse interactions with plasma can be well simulated with PIC codes. Our

choice of code is EPOCH [15]. The core of PIC codes is a collisionless algorithm which

contains a field solver and a particle pusher both implemented on fixed spatial grid. To

keep the simulation computationally tractable, the distribution function is depicted by

macro-particles with each macro-particle representing a large number of real particles.

Figure 1.2: Block diagram of the core routines in EPOCH. Field solver first updates
the fields by half a time-step, then the particle motions are updated for the full
time-step, and finally the field solver calculates for the other half time-step.

The field solver solves Maxwell’s equations with a finite-difference time-domain

method (FDTD)-a modified version of the leapfrog scheme. The FDTD method solves the

spatial and temporal derivatives in Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws, whereas the equations
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of the two Gauss’s laws remain satisfied with valid initial conditions and the continuity

equation. The E and B fields are discretized on a Yee staggered grid [24]. The locations

of E and B fields differ by half the cell size. The fields are updated each half time-step.

The field update procedure [15] (illustrated in Fig. 1.2) goes as follows: first, the fields are

advanced one half time-step from t=t(n) to t = t(n+1/2), using the current calculated at

the time step n:

En+1/2 = En + ∆t
2 (c∇×Bn−4πJn) (1.4)

Bn+1/2 = Bn−∆t
2 (c∇×En+1/2) (1.5)

At this stage, particle pusher (Boris pusher) is called to move charged particles

in space under the influence of updated EM fields and to calculate the currents due to

the updated particle motions. The Boris pusher preserves particle’s rotation property,

and serves as a second-order leapfrog solver of equation of motion. Using the fields at

t=t(n+1/2), particles’ momenta can be updated from t=t(n) to t=t(n+1):

p− = pn + q∆t
2 En+1/2 (1.6)

p
′
= p−+ p−× t (1.7)

p+ = p
′
+ p−× s (1.8)

pn+1 = p+ + q∆t
2 En+1/2 (1.9)

where t = q∆t
2

Bn+1/2

γn+1/2 , s= 2|t|
1 + |t|2 and γn+1/2 is calculated after Eq. (1.6). With the new

momenta, one can update the particles’ position and calculate the current at t=t(n+1), i.e.
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Jn+1. And then the fields are updated from t=t(n+1/2) to t=t(n+1) to complete the step:

Bn+1 = Bn+1/2−∆t
2 (c∇×En+1/2) (1.10)

En+1 = En+1/2 + ∆t
2 (c∇×Bn+1−4πJn+1) (1.11)

Plugging the obtained En+1 into Eq. (1.4), it will then go through the procedure described

above again and the updates of the fields and particle motions will continue.

1.4 Classical and quantum radiation by an accelerat-

ing electron

Classically for a relativistic electron in an arbitrary reference system, the radiated

four-momentum is written as [25]

dP i =−2e2

3c
duk

ds

duk
ds

dxi =− 2e4

3m2
ec

5 (Fklul)(F kmum)dxi (1.12)

where ui is the four-velocity, xi is the radius four-vector, du
k

ds
= e

mec2
Fklu

l is the four-

acceleration and Fkl is the electromagnetic field tensor. Since (Fklul)(F kmum) = γ2[(E +
1
cv×B)2− 1

c2 (E ·v)2], the time component of the radiated four-momentum, i.e. the total

radiated power of the electron can be written as

P = 2e4

3m2c3

(E + 1
c
v×B)2− 1

c2
(E ·v)2

1− v
2

c2

(1.13)
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Or equivalently,

P = 2e2

3c3
a2− (v×a)2

c2

(1− v
2

c2
)3

= 2e2

3c3 (γ6a2
‖+γ4a2

⊥) (1.14)

where a‖ and a⊥ are accelerations parallel and perpendicular to the velocity, respectively.

Recall the definition of η in Eq. (1.1), and the radiated power is then associated with η as

P = 2
3
m2
ee

2c3

~2 η2 (1.15)

The quantum emission probabilities of an electron depend on the following Lorentz

invariants,

η ∝ |Fµνpν |, χ∝ |Fµνkν |, F ∝ FµνFµν , and G ∝ F ∗µνFµν (1.16)

In dimensionless units, χ = (e~2/2m3
ec

4)|Fµνkν |, F = |E2−B2|/E2
S and G = |E ·B|/E2

S ,

where ~kµ is photon’s four-momentum. For the considered intensities, i.e. 1022− 1023

W/cm2, the electric field is ∼ 10−4 times the Schwinger field whereas η,χ ∼ O(1). It is

then safe to assume that F ,G � 1 and η2,χ2�Max[F ,G]. This means that the photon

emission rate is approximately independent of the field invariants F and G, but only

depends on the invariants η and χ. Another approximation commonly made is that the

formation length of photon/pairs is much smaller than that of the variation of the laser

field such that the laser field can be treated as quasistatic. As the fields are quasistatic

over the emission process, the emission rates may be calculated in an equivalent system of

fields with F ,G � 1 and the same values of η and χ, such as a static magnetic field or a

plane electromagnetic wave [26–28].

Using the static magnetic field approach [28–30], the synchrotron radiation rate for

a photon emission by an electron is given by

dNγ
dt

=
√

3αfc
λc

η

γ
h(η) (1.17)
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where αf is the fine structure constant, λc is the Compton wavelength, h(η) =
∫ η/2

0
dχ
F (η,χ)
χ

,

and F (η,χ) is the quantum synchrotron function (See Ref. [28] for the expression of F (η,χ)).

And the total radiated power by an electron through this quantum modification becomes

P = 2
3
m2
ee

2c3

~2 η2g(η) = Pcg(η) (1.18)

with g(η) = 3
√

3
2πη2

∫ η/2

0
dχF (η,χ) as the quantum correction onto the classical power Pc

given in Eq. (1.15). The g(η) is a reduction to the emission; for example, when η = 1,

g(η) = 0.2 and the power decreases by a factor of 5 compared to the classical power. But

the modified radiated power P still grows with η.

Figure 1.3: Representative electron trajectory observed in the EPOCH simulation
with the photon emission module turned on. The gray-scale arrows show the direction
and energy of photon emissions and the jet color representing the energy of the electron.

A photon emission module which incorporates the emission processes described

above is added to the EPOCH codes. To reflect the stochastic nature of quantum emission,

a Monte Carlo method is employed. The probability P for a photon emission is measured by

an optical depth τ ; P = 1−e−τ . The optical depth is calculated through τ =
∫ t

0

dNγ
dt

(t′)dt′ .

P is randomly assigned for each electron before emission. Once the optical depth reaches

the value for the assigned P , the particle emits. It is worth mentioning that radiation
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reaction is built into this photon emission module to self-consistently calculate the electron

recoil. It is clear from the Fig. 1.3 that the electron recoil leads to discontinuous jumps in

electron energy.

1.5 Organization of chapters

The work in this dissertation is dedicated to the exploration of electron acceleration,

gamma-ray emission and pair production through simulating the interaction of state-of-

art high-power lasers and structured targets. Two different structured targets, prefilled

and hollow micro-channels, are explored and compared; they are essentially two regimes

involving accelerations from different components of electric fields. Both theoretical analysis

and PIC simulations are employed to understand the mechanisms behind the enhanced

direction laser acceleration and photon emission. Through optimizing the regime of the

prefilled channel, we show the feasibility of pair production and magnetic field detection in

experiments.

In Chapter 2, we build test particle models to investigate direct laser acceleration

in the presence of a strong azimuthal magnetic field. The magnetic field deflects electrons

to allow them remain anti-parallel to the laser field for a sustained acceleration. The laser

phase velocity is shown to play an important role in the magnetic-field assisted electron

acceleration. In the superluminal case, electron transverse oscillation grows with electron

energy. The work on electron transverse confinement motivates the study detailed in the

next chapter.

In Chapter 3, we investigate the emission of collimated gamma-ray beams from

laser-irradiated prefilled micro-channels. Intense laser pulses propagate through the target

due to induced relativistic transparency. The channel serves as a waveguide for the incoming

laser. A thorough study of power scaling (at multi-PW) through 3D PIC simulations is
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carried out. Detailed particle tracking reveals that the power scaling is a result of enhanced

electron acceleration at higher laser powers. We explore two schemes of generating pairs

through the linear Breit-Wheeler process.

In Chapter 4, electron acceleration and gamma-ray emission in hollow micro-channels

is thoroughly studied. The negative charge of electrons inside the hollow channel causes

ions to radially move inward. The expansion of ions reshapes the electric field configuration

inside the channel and disrupts the electron acceleration. The photon emission and pair

production also degrade in hollow channels due to the ion influence. The comparison of

two structured targets corroborates the robustness of pre-filled channels.

In Chapter 5, the possibility of detecting the self-generated MegaTesla(MT)-level

magnetic fields in the prefilled channels is discussed. We choose a linearly polarized XFEL

beam as a magnetic field detection tool and calculate the polarization rotation due to the

Faraday effect. The rotation is significantly reduced due to electron heating. A setup of

structured targets with a pre-filled channel is proven to be necessary to achieve detectable

rotations. We then carry out an intensity scan (with the same laser energy but different

focusing) to optimize the detection setup.
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Chapter 2

Direct laser acceleration based on

test particle model

Direct laser acceleration (DLA) assisted by extreme self-generated magnetic fields

has been reported in recent numerical simulations [31,32] on laser plasma interactions. It

is shown that an intense laser pulse propagates through overdense plasmas due to induced

relativistic transparency, driving a strong electron current along the propagation direction

and forming quasistatic magnetic fields inside the target. In the presence of this strong

magnetic field, DLA is significantly enhanced with high gain of electron energies. The

enhancement is due to changes in the orientation between the laser electric field and electron

velocity caused by magnetic field deflections. We build analytical models to identify the

role of quasistatic magnetic field on the energy enhancement.

Transverse electron confinement is critical for realizing this concept experimentally.

Using analytical theory, we show that the phase velocity of the laser pulse has a profound

impact on the maximum transverse size of electron trajectories. The transverse size remains

constant only below a threshold energy that depends on the degree of the superluminosity

and it increases with the electron energy above the threshold. We illustrate this finding
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using 3D particle-in-cell simulations. The described increase can cause electron losses in

tightly focused laser pulses, so it should be taken into account when designing high-intensity

experiments at high-power laser facilities.

2.1 Equation of motion for a single electron

Figure 2.1: Schematics of the analytical model (similar to Ref. [33]). A prescribed
electron current flowing anti-parallel to the incoming wave creates an azimuthal
magnetic field.

In order to investigate the peculiar effect of the magnetic field brought into the

DLA mechanism, an analytical model is established. Figure.2.1 gives the setup of this

model where an electron moves under the influence of the fields of an incoming wave and a

prescribed azimuthal magnetic field Bfilament. A steady current travels along longitudinal

direction x̂, inducing the azimuthal magnetic field. Radial electric field of the channel is

neglected since we are focusing on the effect of magnetic fields. The laser propagates along

x̂ and its fields are confined in (ŷ, ẑ) plane. For simplicity, a linearly polarized laser is

introduced, where laser electric field Ewave is along ŷ and its magnetic field Bwave stays

in the direction of ẑ. A test particle is inserted inside the channel and moves under the

influence of these fields. We observe the motion of the test particle to see how the magnetic

field affects the acceleration process.
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The electron moves according to the following equations:

dp
dt

=−|e|E− |e|
γmec

[p×B] , (2.1)

dr
dt

= c

γ

p
mec

, (2.2)

where γ =
√

1 +p2/m2
ec

2 is the Lorentz factor, r and p are the electron location and

momentum. In the regime under consideration, E = Ewave is just laser’s electric field and

B = Bwave+ Bfilament is the superposition of magnetic fields of the wave and the current

filament. It is convenient to express the fields of the wave in terms of a normalized vector

potential awave,

Ewave =−mec

|e|
∂awave
∂t

, (2.3)

Bwave = mec
2

|e|
[∇×awave] . (2.4)

where awave = awave(ξ)ŷ (for simplicity, the wave amplitude does not depend on the

transverse coordinates) and ξ = 1
λ

(ct−x). Similarly, Bfilament can be expressed with an

afilament,

Bfilament = mec
2

|e|
[
∇×afilament

]
(2.5)

where

afilament = α
(
y2 + z2

)/
λ2

0 x̂, (2.6)

α≡−πλ2
0|e|j0/mec

3, (2.7)

and j0 is the current density sustaining the azimuthal magnetic field and λ0 ≡ 2πc/ω0 is

the vacuum wavelength of the wave. With the expressions in Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5),
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the equations of motion can be written as follows:



dpx
dt

=− c
γ

{
py

[
∂awave
∂x

−
∂afilament

∂y

]
−pz

[
∂afilament

∂z

]}
dpy
dt

=mec
∂awave
∂t

+ cpx
γ

[
∂awave
∂x

−
∂afilament

∂y

]
dpz
dt

=−cpx
γ

[
∂afilament

∂z

] (2.8)

With Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.8), we wrote a Matlab script to simulate the motion of a test

particle in the fields of the wave and the filament. Since test particles do not alter the

fields and the fields are not updated over time, the computing efficiency is high.

2.2 Electron acceleration in laser fields

Considering a linearly polarized laser with a constant amplitude, i.e. a plane wave,



A(x,t)ŷ = A0sin(kx−ωt)ŷ

E(x,t)ŷ =−1
c

∂A(x,t)
∂t

ŷ = ω

c
A0cos(kx−ωt)ŷ

B(x,t)ẑ = ∂A(x,t)
∂x

ẑ = kA0cos(kx−ωt)ẑ

(2.9)

In this laser field, the vector potential depends only on the horizontal axis, the transverse

canonical momentum is then conserved,

p⊥
mec
−a= C1 (2.10)

where a = eA

mec2
= eA0
mec2

sin(kz−ωt) = a0sin(kz−ωt). The other invariant involving the

longitudinal momentum p‖ is

γ−
p‖
mec

= C2 (2.11)
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Using these two invariants, γ with respect to a,C1 and C2 is then expressed as

γ = 1 + (a+C1)2 +C2
2

2C2
(2.12)

We consider initially an electron is transversely injected into the laser field–that is to say,

at the injection moment, p‖ = 0 and p⊥ = p⊥0. Then C1 = p⊥0
mec

+ai and C2 =
√

1 + p⊥0
2

me
2c2

since ai is the normalized vector potential at the injection moment. So the γ-factor of such

an electron becomes

γ =
2 + (a+ p⊥0

mec
+ai)2 + p⊥0

2

me
2c2

2
√

1 + p⊥0
2

me
2c2

=
2 + (a+ai)2 + 2(a+ai)

p⊥0
mec

+ 2 p⊥0
2

me
2c2

2
√

1 + p⊥0
2

me
2c2

(2.13)

Eq. (2.13) is similar to Eq. (4.12) in [34] where ai is set as zero. Considering p⊥0 to be any

possible value, the maximum γ the electron can potentially achieve is

γmax =
1 + 2a2

0 + 2a0

∣∣∣∣ p⊥0
mec

∣∣∣∣+ p⊥0
2

me
2c2√

1 + p⊥0
2

me
2c2

(2.14)

The maximum γ corresponds to the case that a= ai = a0.

A comparison between theoretical results given by Eq.(2.14) and the results of

test-particle runs is shown in Fig. 2.2. It is easy to tell that the test-particle simulation

matches well with the theoretical results when |p⊥| > 6mec. But for |p⊥| < 6mec, the

theoretical results are way larger than those in simulation. The mismatch at the region of

small |p⊥| is caused by the limitation of traveling distance of an electron. In Fig. 2.2, the
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particle is allowed to travel 200 µm at most. When the particle travels a longer distance,

the maximum energy will be refreshed. In Fig. 2.3, the traveling distance extends to 32000

µm and it shows a good match between the test-particle simulations and the theories

throughout the whole range of momentum. Comparing Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, it is clear that

traveling distance significantly impacts on γmax.

Figure 2.2: Comparison of theoretical and test-particle simulation results of γmax.
The electron traveling distance is fixed at Lmax = 200 µm. Laser a0 is 150. Laser
wavelength is 1 µm.

Figure 2.3: Comparison of theoretical and test-particle simulation results of γmax.
The electron traveling distance is fixed at Lmax = 32000 µm. Laser a0 is 150. Laser
wavelength is 1 µm.
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The influence of traveling distance is non-trivial since in realistic situations, the

laser energy depletes and the acceleration time/distance has limits. The 200 µm in Fig. 2.2

is more close to a realistic setup with ultra-fast high-power lasers. It is easy to understand

that why γmax changes with traveling distance. Because the acceleration of electron takes

time and therefore distance. Roughly in laser fields, for an electron to reach the maximum

possible energy, the distance it needs to travel is give by [35],

L∼ a2
0λ0 (2.15)

In the case of Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, a0 = 150 and λ0 = 1.0 µm, so L∼ 22500 µm. This explains

why the maximum possible energies are achieved in Fig. 2.3. The conclusion of this section

is that with the laser fields alone, electron energies can reach high values if the acceleration

length is sufficiently long but this length would be unrealistic in experiments.

2.3 DLA assisted by azimuthal magnetic fields

In this section, we investigate the acceleration of electrons in the presence of an

azimuthal magnetic field and laser fields. Recall that Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) describe

the structure of the magnetic field. The previous section shows that γmax subject to the

laser fields alone can be analytically solved, but this is not possible here because the added

external magnetic field invalidates the invariants given in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). In order

to find the γmax in a wide range of parameters, we run the test-particle simulations by

scanning the prescribed current density j0 and injection momentum p⊥0. The maximum γ

achieved for a given j0 and p⊥0 becomes one data point in Fig. 2.4a.

For Fig. 2.4, the traveling distance of electron is set as 200 µm and a0 is 150. In

order to check how the external magnetic field influences direct laser acceleration, we

normalize γmax achieved in Fig.2.4a by the maximum γ achieved with laser fields alone.
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Figure 2.4: (a) γmax; (b) γmax normalized by γ∗ whereas γ∗ is the maximum γ
achieved with laser fields alone. The traveling distance for electron is fixed at 200 µm.
The laser a0 is 150 and λ0 = 1.0 µm. α≡−πλ2

0|e|j0/mec
3 ≡ I0/IA, where I0 is πλ2

0j0
and IA =mec

3/e is the Alfvén current.

The normalized result is shown in Fig.2.4b. There are a few points we can make with

Fig.2.4: 1. From Fig.2.4b, it is easy to tell that for a very large area in the space of I0

and p⊥0, γmax in the presence of an external magnetic field is much more higher than that

without the magnetic field. The difference can be as large as 16 times. In other words,

within a short traveling distance, the induced magnetic field significantly enhance the

acceleration of electrons compared to the case with the laser fields alone. 2. The maximum

γ that an electron can achieve within 200 µm is 12000 mec
2, 80 times higher than the laser

a0, signifying the superiority of this regime.

The enhanced electron acceleration in the presence of a magnetic field is well

established in Ref. [35]. It is shown that the magnetic field can trigger an energy increase by

rotating the electron at a turning point and reducing the dephasing rate to a dramatically low

value. The electron gains energy from the laser when it moves inclined to the polarization

direction of the laser electric field. The magnetic field prevents the decrease of the angle

θ between the momentum vector and the direction of the laser propagation; therefore,

electrons can experience a rapid energy gain over a short distance. In contrast to that,

this angle θ in the case of laser fields alone is small so that it takes long time/distance for
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electrons to reach a high energy.

To check how the electron traveling distance influences the values of γmax that can

be achieved. We perform a test-particle simulation scan which allows electron travel 20000

µm at most. The results are shown in Fig.2.5. γmax has a very different distribution in

this case: 1. Overall the average value of γmax in Fig.2.5 is much bigger than that in

Fig.2.4. This means that elongated distance does help electrons gain more energy. 2. The

area where the regime with external magnetic fields outperforms that without, shifts. It

indicates that the prolonged distance enables electrons in purely laser fields reach their

maximum energy in the ’triangle’ region (see Fig. 2.5b). But in the other regions, the

regime in the presence of magnetic fields is still more efficient. 3. There exists a clear

threshold for significantly larger γ. For different p⊥0, the threshold starts at different

current density. A detailed study [36] shows that the acceleration mechanisms in Fig. 2.5

can be further subdivided into three regimes, i.e. momentum dominated, laser dominated

and deflection regime.

Figure 2.5: (a) γmax; (b) γmax normalized by γ∗ whereas γ∗ is the maximum γ
achieved with laser fields alone. The traveling distance for electron is fixed at 20000 µm.
The laser a0 is 150 and λ0 = 1.0 µm. α≡−πλ2

0|e|j0/mec
3 ≡ I0/IA, where I0 is πλ2

0j0
and IA =mec

3/e is the Alfvén current.

In this section, we clearly show that in the presence of a magnetic field, electron
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acceleration is dramatically enhanced. The magnetic field does not do work to the electrons.

But it sustains a large angle between electron momentum and laser propagation direction

so that electrons can gain more energy in the favorable phase of the laser field over a short

distance. Compared to the case with laser fields alone, γmax increases about 16 times at

most when the acceleration distance is fixed at 200 µm.

2.4 Electron confinement by laser-driven azimuthal

magnetic fields during direct laser acceleration

As shown in the previous section, an azimuthal magnetic field is able to facilitate

electron energy gain from the laser pulse. The enhancement is due to changes in the

orientation between the laser electric field and electron velocity caused by magnetic

field deflections. Transverse electron confinement is critical for realizing this concept

experimentally. There are two important aspects that distinguish direct laser acceleration

in a plasma from that in a vacuum. In a vacuum, a laser beam of a finite width expels

electrons radailly during the acceleration process. This limits the acceleration time for a

given electron. Increased transverse velocity also increases electron dephasing from the laser

pulse, which negatively impacts the energy gain. As the laser propagates through a plasma,

it generates quasi-static radial electric and azimuthal magnetic fields [33]. These fields can

provide electron confinement within the laser beam, leading to a significant increase in

electron energy [37]. The energy gain is further facilitated by transverse electron deflections

that alter electron dephasing [38] (i.e. the slippage of the electron with respect to the laser

wave-fronts).

The energy enhancement in the presence of the quasi-static plasma electric and

magnetic fields is a threshold process [39]. It has been previously established that the

threshold depends on laser amplitude [33], plasma field strength, and electron momentum at
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the start of the acceleration process (e.g. see Refs. [33, 38–40]). In experimentally relevant

configurations, the width of the laser pulse is another important parameter that must be

taken into consideration.

In this section, we examine the conditions for the transverse electron confinement and

show that the confinement depends on (vph− c)/c, where vph is the phase velocity and c is

the speed of light. This parameter characterizes the relative degree of superluminosity. Our

theoretical analysis shows that the maximum amplitude of transverse electron displacements

is limited during the energy gain process only while the energy remains below a threshold

value. Once the energy exceeds the threshold value, the transverse displacements begin to

grow with energy. This increase in displacement can lead to electron losses and premature

termination of the energy gain process in a tightly focused laser pulse. We provide multiple

3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations illustrating the described trajectory widening.

2.4.1 3D Particle-in-Cell simulation of trajectory widening

In order to motivate the analytical analysis of Sec. 2.4.2, we start with a 3D PIC

simulation for a 700 TW laser pulse irradiating a uniform plastic target, initialized as

a plasma consisting of fully ionized carbon ions and electrons. The laser peak intensity

is 8.8×1021 W/cm2. The initial electron density is ne = 2ncr, where ncr ≡meω
2/(4πe2)

is the classical critical density, me and e are the electron mass and charge, and ω is the

frequency of the laser pulse. Table 2.1 provides additional information regarding the laser

pulse, the target, and the simulation setup. This and all other 3D simulations in the section

were performed using EPOCH [15]. The photon emission module is turned off because

the electron recoil is weak at the considered intensities (We did this on purpose because

electron recoil would complicate our analysis on electron acceleration).

Even though the electron density is higher than the classical critical density, the

laser pulse is able to easily propagate through the target due to the relativistically induced
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transparency [16,19,21,22] caused by electron heating to relativistic energies. The trans-

parency condition, ne� 〈γe〉ncr, is determined by the characteristic value of the electron

γ-factor, 〈γe〉 [16]. Since the electrons are heated by the laser pulse, we estimate that

〈γe〉 ≈ a0, with a0 being the normalized laser amplitude defined as a0 ≡ |e|E0/(mecω),

where E0 is the peak amplitude of the laser electric field. The transparency condition then

reads ne� a0ncr. It is well satisfied for the considered density ne = 2ncr, since we have

a0 = 80 for the considered peak intensity. Figures 2.6a and 2.6b confirm that the laser

pulse indeed propagates through the plasma rather than through an empty channel devoid

of electrons. Figure 2.6(c) shows the electron density normalized to 〈γe〉ncr to illustrate

the impact of the electron heating, where 〈γe〉 is the cell-averaged value of the electron

γ-factor. Note that we define t = 0 fs as the time when the laser pulse reaches its peak

intensity in the focal plane in the absence of the target.

As the laser pulse propagates through the plasma, it generates a slowly evolving

azimuthal magnetic field. The field is coiled around the axis of the laser beam, so we refer

to it as a magnetic filament. The corresponding field structure is shown in Fig. 2.7b, where

we plotted time-averaged Bz in the (x,y)-plane located at z = 0. Such a field facilitates the

energy gain by laser-accelerated electrons via transverse deflections of these electrons. The

laser can also generate a transverse quasi-static electric field by expelling plasma electrons

that has a similar effect on the electron acceleration in the resulting channel [33]. However,

the impact of this field compared to the effect of the magnetic field typically diminishes

with laser amplitude. In our case, the quasi-static electric field shown in Fig. 2.7a is weaker

than the quasi-static magnetic field shown in Fig. 2.7b. Both fields are normalized to the

peak laser electric and magnetic fields (E0 and B0) in vacuum in the absence of the target.

We have tracked all of the electrons in the simulation and we have randomly chosen

8 electrons with energies in the range between (2/3)εmax and εmax, where εmax ≈ 750 MeV

is the maximum electron energy reached during the run. Figure 2.8 shows the trajectories
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: Laser propagation of the 700 TW laser beam due to relativistic
transparency: (a) transverse electric field, (b) electron density normalized to ncr, and
(c) electron density normalized to 〈γe〉ncr, where 〈γe〉 is a cell-averaged value of the
electron γ-factor. The snapshots are taken at t= 104 fs.

of the tracked electrons and their energy (color-coded). The upper panel is the projection

onto the plane of the laser electric field polarization. The tracking confirms the described

energy gain mechanism, with the electron energy increasing over multiple bounces across

the magnetic filament as the electrons move in the positive direction along the x-axis.

Figure 2.8 also shows that the amplitude of the transverse oscillations increases with

electron energy. The only exception here is the early part of the electron trajectory with

x < 20 µm that represents electron injection through the opening of the magnetic filament.

It must be pointed out that the electrons develop strong oscillations not only in the plane of

the laser electric field, but also out of this plane. The emergence of these non-planar orbits

is likely related to the modulations of the electron γ-factor [41]. We plot the trajectories

in the (x,r)-space in order to objectively assess their widening, where r =
√
y2 + z2 is the
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Table 2.1: Parameters used in the 3D PIC simulations on electron confinement

3D PIC simulation parameters
Laser pulse:
Pulse energy 6.5 and 26 J
Peak intensity 8.8×1021 W/cm2

a0 80
Polarization linearly along ŷ
Wavelength λ = 1 µm
Power P = 175 and 700 TW
Location of the focal plane x = 0 µm, surface of plasma
Pulse profile
(transverse & longitudinal) Gaussian
Pulse duration
(FHWM of intensity) 35 fs
Pulse width/focal spot
(FWHM of intensity) w0 = 1.3 and 2.7 µm

Plasma:
Composition carbon ions and electrons
Target thickness
(along y and z) d= 10.0 µm
Electron density ne = 2 ncr
Ion mass 12mp (mp, mass of proton)
Charge of ion +6 |e|
Ion mobility mobile
Target length (along x) L = 70 µm

General parameters:
Spatial resolution 30/µm ×30/µm ×30/µm
# of macro-particles/cell
Electrons 15
Carbon ions 5

radius in the plane transverse to the axis of the laser beam. It is evident from the lower

panel of Fig. 2.8 that the maximum radius achieved by the electrons increases with each

transverse bounce and that this increase is correlated with the energy increase.
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Figure 2.7: Time-averaged transverse electric and azimuthal magnetic fields from the
3D PIC simulation for the 700 TW pulse. The fields are plotted in the (x,y)-plane
located at z = 0. Ey and Bz are the fields averaged over two laser periods. Both
snapshots are taken when the electrons reach the highest cutoff energy,
εmax ≈ 750 MeV.

2.4.2 Test particle model for electron confinement

Our goal is to identify the factors that limit the amplitude of the transverse electron

oscillations inside the magnetic filament. In what follows, we call this amplitude the

magnetic boundary. Motivated by the presented simulation, we consider a reduced model

where a test electron is subjected to prescribed time-dependent fields of the laser and static

fields of the channel. We neglect the electron recoil associated with photon emissions, i.e.

the radiation-reaction force. Our approach to finding the magnetic boundary is to assume

that the laser beam and the magnetic filament are wider than the magnetic boundary.

We therefore approximate the laser by a plane electromagnetic wave with a superluminal

phase velocity vph > c. The phase velocity in such a model can be used to account for the

presence of the plasma and for the fact that the laser beam has a finite width [42]. In order

to simplify our analytical derivations, we assume that the magnetic filament is sustained

by a longitudinal current with a uniform current density j0 (see Fig. 2.9 in Sec. 2.4.3 for
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supporting evidence).

Figure 2.8: Electron trajectories in the 3D PIC simulation for the 700 TW laser
beam. See Table 2.1 for more details.

Recall that the electron dynamics is described by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), where

E = Ewave is just laser’s electric field and B = Bwave+ Bfilament is the superposition of

magnetic fields of the wave and the current filament. Without any loss of generality, we

consider a linearly polarized wave propagating in the positive direction along the x-axis

with

Ewave = E0 cos(ξ)ŷ, (2.16)

Bwave = c

vph
E0 cos(ξ)ẑ, (2.17)

is the phase variable. The magnetic field of the channel sustained by the current density

j = j0x̂ is given by Eqs. (2.5). The filament that confines electrons has j0 < 0.

It can be verified using the equations of motion that the following quantity remains
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conserved as the electron moves in the considered field configuration:

γ−
vph
c

px
mec

+ vph
c
afilament = C. (2.18)

We are going to consider a relativistic electron that is starting its motion on axis while

moving in transverse direction. We specifically set

py = pi, (2.19)

pz = 0 (2.20)

at ξ = 0 to mimic the electron injection into the magnetic filament observed in kinetic

simulations [31]. The constant of motion for this electron is its initial γ-factor γi:

C = γi ≡
√

1 +p2
i /m

2
ec

2. (2.21)

We first examine the electron dynamics in the absence of the laser field. In this

case, the total momentum of the electron is conserved, which means that C = γ. We then

find from Eq. (2.18) that
px
mec

= afilament. (2.22)

There are two features of the electron dynamics that are evident from this relation. If j0 < 0

and afilament ≥ 0, then the electron slides forward along the filament instead of performing

rotations around a fixed axial location, since px ≥ 0. The transverse displacements are

constrained by the magnetic field,

r ≤ λ0

(
pi

αmec

)1/2
≈ λ0

√
γi/α, (2.23)

with the corresponding limit obtained from Eq. (2.22) by setting px = pi. The right-hand
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side is obtained by assuming that the electron is ultra-relativistic, γi ≈ pi/mec.

In the presence of the laser, the electron can gain energy from the laser field. In

order to find how this impacts the radial confinement, we re-write Eq. (2.18) as

uafilament = γi−
[
γ− px

mec

]
+ (u−1) px

mec
. (2.24)

where we introduced

u≡ vph/c (2.25)

for compactness. As the longitudinal momentum and the γ-factor increase, the condition

γ − px/mec > 0 must hold. Moreover, we have u− 1 ≥ 0. The maximum transverse

displacement is achieved in the limit of γ− px/mec→ 0. In this limit, we can replace

px/mec with γ in the last term, which yields

r ≤ rMB ≡
λ0√
αu

[γi+ (u−1)γ]1/2 . (2.26)

The right-hand side defines the radial location, r = rMB, of the magnetic boundary. The

trajectory remains confined within the magnetic boundary as the electron gains energy

from the laser pulse.

We characterize the electron energy gain by the ratio γ/γi and define two limiting

cases based on the value of this parameter. If

γ/γi� (u−1)−1 = c/(vph− c), (2.27)

then we have

rMB ≈ λ0
√
γi/αu. (2.28)

By comparing this expression with the one given by Eq. (2.23), we conclude that in the
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presence of the laser the maximum radial displacement can become reduced due to the

superluminosity (u= vph/c > 1).

In the opposite regime of

γ/γi� (u−1)−1 = c/(vph− c), (2.29)

we have

rMB ≈ λ0

√
u−1
αu

γ1/2. (2.30)

In this regime, the magnetic boundary expands as the electron energy increases, rMB ∝

γ1/2. On the other hand, the location of the magnetic boundary remains constant for

γ� γi/(u−1). Then the key conclusion is that there exists an electron energy threshold,

approximately given by the condition

γ = γ∗ ≈ γi/(u−1), (2.31)

with the magnetic boundary becoming energy dependent above the threshold.

We have so far assumed that the magnetic field of the filament is much stronger

than the radial quasistatic plasma electric field that arises due to charge separation. Such

a regime has been observed in PIC simulations at a0� 1 and ne� ncr [ [32]]. At lower a0

and lower plasma densities, the electric field can become comparable to or even stronger

than the magnetic field [33]. Our results can be easily generalized to such a regime. We

assume that the radial electric field is generated by a uniform charge density ρ. It can be

verified using the equations of motion that include this field that the following quantity

remains conserved:

γ−
vph
c

px
mec

+ vph
c
afilament+

ω2
p0r

2

4c2
ρ

|e|n0
= C, (2.32)
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where n0 is the original electron density in the plasma and ω2
p0 = 4πn0e2/me is the

corresponding electron plasma frequency. We now take into account Eq. (2.6) to obtain

γ−
vph
c

px
mec

+καu
r2

λ2
0

= C, (2.33)

where

κ≡ 1−ρc2/vphj0. (2.34)

In the limit of ρ→ 0, κ= 1 and Eq. (2.33) reduces to Eq (2.18).

In order to generalize the results given by Eqs. (2.26), (2.28), and (2.30), all we

need to do is replace α by κα, where κ must be calculated based on the current and charge

densities in the filament. The magnetic field plays a major role in determining the electron

dynamics if κ≈ 1, which is equivalent to the condition

|ρ|c2� vph|j0|. (2.35)

If ρ > 0 and j0 < 0, then both the electric and magnetic fields confine the electron. This

causes the radius of the magnetic boundary to become smaller, but it is important to stress

that the threshold for the electron energy, γ ≈ γi/(u−1), remains unchanged.

2.4.3 Impact of laser power on electron confinement

In a laser beam with a given spot size, the widening of the magnetic boundary can

lead to transverse electron losses. Therefore, the transverse electron confinement can be

improved by widening the laser beam. In this section, we show that this approach makes it

possible to achieve higher electron energies by increasing the laser power while keeping the

same peak laser intensity.

We start by comparing our analytical results of Sec. 2.4.2 with the particle tracking
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Figure 2.9: Transverse profiles of the quasi-static magnetic fields generated by the
considered 175 TW and 700 TW laser pulses. For 175 TW (Fig. 2.10), the profile is
averaged over the region with 30 µm ≤ x≤ 34 µm. For 700 TW (Fig. 2.7), the profile is
averaged over the region with 40 µm ≤ x≤ 45 µm.

shown in Sec. 2.4.1. Figure 2.9 shows that the magnetic field varies linearly across the

filament for |y|< 1.5 µm at x= 0 µm. This indicates that the current that sustains the

magnetic field in this region can be approximated by a constant current density uniformly

distributed in the cross-section. Based on the slope of the magnetic field, we find that this

current density corresponds to α≈ 17.3 [see Eq. (2.7)]. In order to find the phase velocity,

we have tracked the laser wave-fronts along the central axis [see the black dashed line in

Fig. 2.13b]. In the region where the electron acceleration takes place, we have

u−1 = (vph− c)≈ 2.5×10−2. (2.36)

As an example, we take one of the electron trajectories from Fig. 2.8 and consider

two subsequent radial deflections: the first one at about x≈ 20 µm and the second one at

x≈ 35 µm. The maximum radius increases from 1.164 µm to 1.345 µm as the energy at

the deflection point increases from 147 MeV to 411 MeV. According to Eq. (2.26), these

numbers correspond to γi ≈ 13.9 if we offset the axis by 0.059 µm. The small offset (4.4%
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Figure 2.10: Time-averaged azimuthal magnetic field from the 3D PIC simulation for
the 175 TW laser pulse. The z-component of the magnetic field is plotted in the
(x,y)-plane located at z = 0. Bz is the field averaged over two laser periods. The
snapshots are taken when the electrons reach the highest cutoff energy shown in
Fig. 2.12.

of the radius) is a fitting parameter that reflects the fact that the axis of the filament is

not perfectly aligned with the central axis (x-axis). It is worth noting that the obtained u

and γi correspond to a threshold energy of γ∗mec
2 ≈ 347 MeV, which is consistent with the

trajectories observed in Fig. 2.8 where this energy is reached between the first and second

deflection. By applying Eq. (2.26) to estimate the radius of the third deflection (x≈ 55 µm

and εe ≈ 518 MeV), we find that our theory under-predicts the transverse displacement.

The actual deflection takes place at r ≈ 2.113 µm. As seen from Fig. 2.9, this is outside of

the region where the magnetic field changes linearly. This means that the electron travels

radially through a region that has a lower magnetic field than what our model assumes

(the model assumes a linear slope) and this is likely the reason for the deflection point

being further out radially.

We have performed another 3D simulation where we reduced the laser power by a

factor of four to 175 TW while reducing the radius of the focal spot by a factor of two,

such that the peak laser amplitude is the same as in the previous simulation. The details

of the simulation are provided in Table 2.1. A snapshot of the quasi-static magnetic field

driven in this simulation is shown in Fig. 2.10. The magnetic filament is more narrow than

at 700 TW. However, as seen in Fig. 2.9, the slope of the magnetic field in the central
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region remains unchanged. This means that the current density in the central region also

remains unchanged, with α ≈ 17.3. The phase velocity is slightly higher at lower power

due to the beam being more narrow, with u−1≈ 2.85×10−2 (see Fig. 2.13).

Figure 2.11: Electron trajectories in a 3D PIC simulation for a laser pulse with
a0 = 80 and power of 175 TW. See Table 2.1 for more details.

Figure 2.11 shows trajectories of energetic electrons at 175 TW, where we again

randomly chose eight electrons with energies in the range between (2/3)εmax and εmax.

Here εmax ≈ 380 MeV. In contrast to the run for 700 TW, the electrons are lost at much

lower energy. The losses are likely associated with the fact that the filament is more narrow,

which limits the increase of the magnetic boundary with energy. Figures 2.13a and 2.13b

additionally show the longitudinal positions of randomly chosen energetic electrons in the

two runs that are being compared (175 and 700 TW). The key feature of these plots is that

they confirm that the electrons are indeed injected transversely into the laser beam. The

injection location can be roughly identified by the first major bend along a given electron

trajectory.

Figure 2.12 shows the electron spectra in the two considered simulations. The
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snapshots are taken when each of the spectra reach their maximum electron energy (at

t= 116 fs for the 175 TW run and at t= 162 fs for the 700 TW run). It is evident that the

laser-accelerated electrons are able to achieve much higher energy in the wider magnetic

filament, i.e. at higher laser power. This observation holds at lower intensity of a0 = 19.

We again varied the power while keeping the peak intensity fixed (all other parameters

are the same as in Table 2.1, with the smaller w0 corresponding to the 10 TW run). Even

though the transverse quasi-static electric field is likely to play a more prominent role in

these simulations, the observation that a wider filament with quasi-static confining fields

allows for an increased energy gain holds.

Figure 2.12: Snapshots of electron spectra from 3D PIC simulations. The snapshots
are taken when the electrons reach the highest cutoff energy, i.e. at t= 116 fs for
175 TW, t= 162 fs for 700 TW, t= 72 fs for 10 TW, and t= 82 fs for 40 TW. In each
case, the spectra are calculate for the entire electron population in the simulation box.
The “temperature” representing the slope of the energetic tail is 3.5 MeV for 10 TW,
6.0 MeV for 40 TW, 24 MeV for 175 TW, and 45 MeV for 700 TW.

We have shown that a laser-driven electron can gain energy without increasing the

amplitude of its transverse oscillations only while γ� γic/(vph− c), where γi is the initial

electron energy. The condition essentially provides a threshold energy. The amplitude of

the transverse oscillations that we call the magnetic boundary radius starts to increase with
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: Temporal profiles of the laser electric field on the central axis
(y = z = 0) at (a) 175 TW and (b) 700 TW. The laser fields are plotted in a moving
window together with longitudinal positions of randomly chosen energetic electrons.
The black dashed lines show the segments used to find vph in each run. The dashed
blue line marks the left boundary of the simulation box located at x=−5 µm.

electron energy once the value of γ exceeds the threshold value. The non-trivial conclusion

is that the threshold is dependent on the superluminosity of the laser.

Using 3D PIC simulations, we found that the quasi-static magnetic field of the

filament has two distinct regions: the central region where its amplitude increases linearly

with radius and the outer region where a rollover occurs, leading to a gradual ramp down

of the amplitude to zero. Our model describes well the electron dynamics in the central

region. Once the magnetic boundary reaches the outer region due to the energy increase,

the electrons can lose their confinement.

An important takeaway message from our analysis is that there could be a significant

benefit from a power increase even at constant intensity: the electrons can gain higher

energy in a wider beam before being lost due to the boundary expansion. In terms of a

single laser system with a given total energy, our results provide an additional consideration
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when deciding how to focus the laser pulse. The benefits of increasing the peak intensity

must be evaluated against the possibility that tighter focusing would lead to premature

electron losses during the acceleration process due to a reduced beam width.

In this section, we focused on the regimes where the electron recoil due to photon

emissions by the energetic electrons can be neglected. In fact, we have verified that the

spectra shown in Fig. 2.12 remain essentially unchanged if the recoil is included into the

simulations. It has been previously shown for a laser pulse with vph = c that the electron

recoil causes a contraction of the magnetic boundary [43]. Our results show that the

superluminosity has an opposite effect on the magnetic boundary. Therefore, a regime

where both effects are important is likely to lead to a non-trivial evolution of the magnetic

boundary.

2.5 Summary

DLA is one of fundamental mechanisms for transferring energy from an intense laser

pulse to electrons of a laser-irradiated plasma. In this chapter, we have compared two

scenarios of DLA, one with laser fields alone and the other with an additional magnetic

field. With the aid of a magnetic field, electrons move inclined to laser electric field and as

a result, they rapidly gain energy from the laser pulse over a short distance. The energy

enhancement brought by the magnetic field is 16 times at most when the distance is fixed

at 200 µm, indicating promising applications of this regime.

One important aspect in terms of implementing this regime experimentally is electron

confinement. The amplitude of electron transverse oscillations grows with electron energy

once the energy exceeds a threshold value. In a realistic case, the laser pulse has a limited

spot size and the self-generated magnetic field is bounded in space, limiting the growth of

electron oscillation and therefore electron energy. Our simulations confirm that in a tighter
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focusing, electrons are less energetic due to an early loss of confinement associated with the

reduced beam width. The dependence of electron confinement on electron energy suggests

that enlarging beam width could be a path to increase electron energies, which motivates

the study in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Power scaling for collimated

gamma-ray beams generated in

prefilled channels and its application

to two-photon pair production

Using three-dimensional kinetic simulations, we examine the emission of collimated

gamma-ray beams from structured laser-irradiated targets with a pre-filled cylindrical

channel and its scaling with laser power (multi-PW). The laser power is increased by

increasing the laser energy and the focal spot while keeping the peak intensity fixed at

5×1022 W/cm2. The channel radius is increased proportionally to accommodate the change

of laser spot size. The conversion efficiency of the laser energy into a beam of MeV-level

gamma-rays (10◦ opening angle) increases rapidly with the incident laser power P before

it roughly saturates above P ≈ 4 PW. Detailed particle tracking reveals that the power

scaling is a result of enhanced electron acceleration at higher laser powers. One application

that directly benefits from such a strong scaling is the pair production via two-photon
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collisions. We investigate two schemes of generating pairs through the linear Breit-Wheeler

process: colliding two gamma-ray beams and colliding one gamma-ray beam with blackbody

radiation. The two scenarios project up to 104 and 105 pairs, respectively, for the gamma-

ray beams generated at P = 4 PW. A comparison with the regime of laser-irradiated hollow

channels corroborates the robustness of the setup with pre-filled channels.

3.1 Introductory remarks

Over the past decade, x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) [44,45] have revolutionized

multiple areas of science and technology by providing unprecedented sources of photons

for detailed diagnostics of fast processes. For example, the European XFEL delivers over

1011 photons with energies in the range of 10 keV as a directed beam [46]. The underlying

mechanism of the XFEL operation are the photon emission by multi-GeV energetic electron

beam that is periodically deflected by the magnetic field of an undulator. The next challenge

is to develop a source of dense gamma-ray beams with photon energies in the multi-MeV

range, but upscaling the existing technology used at XFEL facilities may not be feasible.

Increasing the energies of emitted photons while maintaining a comparable photon yield

would require a significant magnetic field increase. The desired field strength is well beyond

what can be achieved, even with the use of superconducting undulators [47]. It is then

appropriate to ask whether other technological developments can be leveraged to overcome

this limitation.

One option is to use high-power high-intensity laser beams to drive extreme magnetic

fields [48, 49]. High-intensity laser pulses are capable of making a dense and otherwise

opaque material transparent by heating electrons to relativistic energies. The heating

increases the cutoff electron density for a given laser frequency, which is often referred to

as the relativistically induced transparency [19, 21, 22]. This effect allows the laser pulse to
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volumetrically interact with a dense plasma and drive strong currents capable of sustaining

magnetic fields that are hundreds of kT in strength [31, 32, 50, 51]. Strong quasi-static

magnetic fields enable efficient generation of gamma-rays inside the laser-irradiated plasma

by not only inducing the photon emissions [31, 32], but by also enhancing the laser-driven

electron acceleration [36, 52]. Multiple promising configurations involving high-intensity

lasers have been already explored in the context of laser-driven electron acceleration [53,54]

and photon emission [8, 27, 55–62]. Here our focus is on the interplay between the laser

pulse and the laser-driven magnetic field in structured targets that started being used in

experiments [63–65]. It has been shown that a static azimuthal magnetic field of a plasma

can boost electron energies gain to a GeV level [36].

We have previously examined the electron acceleration and photon emission for a

PW-class laser pulse with parameters projected for the Texas PW laser system [66]. Using

3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, we found that large numbers of multi-MeV photons

can be emitted even at laser intensity of 5×1022 W/cm2 [31] as a well-directed beam due

to the presence of a strong azimuthal plasma magnetic field. Such a collimated gamma-ray

beam with high photon flux provides a source uniquiely suitable for studies of two-photon

physics [67].

In this work, we investigate how the gamma-ray emission and the associated two-

photon pair production scale with the incident laser power using 3D kinetic simulations.

The laser power is increased by increasing the laser energy and the focal spot while keeping

the peak intensity fixed at 5×1022 W/cm2. Such a scaling is a matter of significance since

it provides quantitative predictions across multi-PW to 10-PW class laser platforms [10].

Note that technological challenges [12] exist when focusing multi-PW beams to higher

intensities so it is meaningful to explore the power scaling at a certain laser intensity.

A peak intensity of approximately 5×1022 W/cm2 is for instance expected with the 10

PW ELI-NP laser, after focusing with a F/3 parabolic mirror and reflecting the beam
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off a single plasma mirror [11]. Previously published studies examine the electron energy

gain and gamma-ray emission by scanning over laser peak intensity or laser amplitude

only [31, 33, 36, 37, 56]. The impact of the incident power with a fixed intensity has not

been addressed. The presented study is needed because it is not immediately clear how to

extrapolate the results obtained for a 1 PW laser pulse to multi-PW pulses with the same

peak intensity. In addition, we investigate the application of the gamma-ray beams to pair

production via two-photon collisions and the scaling of the pair yield with power through

two approaches: one is to collide two identical gamma-ray beams [67] while the other is to

collide one gamma-ray beam with high-temperature blackbody radiation [68].

We find that the energy conversion efficiency into multi-MeV photons emitted into

a narrow cone (10◦ opening angle) increases rapidly with the incident laser power P for

P ≤ 4 PW. The conversion efficiency saturates above P ≈ 4 PW as the system reaches

optimal conditions for direct laser acceleration of electrons that emit energetic gamma-rays.

The pair yields through the two approaches scale differently with power, but both methods

produce a considerable amount of pairs, e.g. colliding two gamma-ray beams generated

at P = 4 PW produces 104 pairs, whereas colliding such a beam with 400 eV blackbody

radiation produces 105 pairs.

The rest of the chapter consists of five sections. In Section 3.2, we discuss a baseline

simulation for a 1 PW laser pulse. In Section 3.3, we present results of a scan over the

incident laser power P for an optimal plasma density of 20 ncr in the channel. In Section 3.4,

we apply the discussed gamma-ray sources to calculate the electron-positron pair yield

from two-photon collisions. Finally, in Section 3.5 we summarize our results and discuss

the implications of our findings.
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Figure 3.1: (a) schematic setup for generation of a directed gamma-ray beam from a
laser-irradiated structured target. (b) representative electron trajectory, with the
gray-scale arrows showing the direction and energy of photon emissions. (c) and (d)
resulting gamma-ray beams with εγ > 1 MeV at incident powers of 1 and 4 PW. The
green circles show what we define as lobes.

3.2 Baseline case – photon emission driven by a 1 PW

laser pulse

Photon emission from a structured target irradiated by a PW-level laser pulse

has been previously investigated and the results indicate that gamma-rays are efficiently

emitted in the form of a well-directed beam [31]. In this section, we review the key features

of this regime.

The set-up utilizing a structured target is shown in Fig. 3.1a, where the target

contains a cylindrical channel filled with a material that becomes more transparent than the

bulk when irradiated by an intense laser pulse. The channel effectively serves as an optical

wave-guide to the laser pulse that is focused at the channel entrance. In our simulations,

we set the channel diameter to be comparable to the focal spot of the laser in order to

reduce the reflection off the bulk material, allowing for most of the laser energy to enter the
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Figure 3.2: Conversion efficiency of the laser energy into photons (a) and number of
photons emitted into a 10◦ lobe (b) for different photon energies (εγ > 1, 10, and 100
MeV) as functions of the incident laser power P at a fixed peak intensity of
5×1022 W/cm2. Both the efficiency and photon number are averaged over right and left
lobes with the error bar giving the deviation from the average.

target through the channel. As the laser beam propagates through the channel, it drives a

longitudinal electron current that generates and sustains a quasi-static azimuthal magnetic

field (e.g. see Refs. [31,32,51]).

The plasma-generated magnetic field plays two important roles: it enhances the

energy gain of laser-accelerated electrons and it induces emission of gamma-rays by deflecting

energetic electrons [31,36]. The synergy of these two processes within the channel leads

to a significant enhancement of the gamma-ray yield compared to a regime where the

interaction is restricted to the target surface and to a regime of near-vacuum interaction

where collective magnetic fields play no role. Figure 3.1b shows a representative electron

trajectory in the azimuthal quasi-static magnetic field: the electron energy increases along

the trajectory, which leads to emission of MeV-level photons shown with arrows.
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The choice of the bulk and channel materials is dictated by the peak amplitude E0

of the electric field in the incoming laser pulse. The laser pulse quickly ionizes the irradiated

material and turns it into a plasma, so that the optical properties are determined by the

electron density ne in the resulting plasma. The property that is important for our setup is

the transparency. The transparency condition is defined using a dimensionless parameter

that we refer to as the normalized laser amplitude: a0 ≡ |e|E0/(mecω), where me and e

are the electron mass and charge, ω is the frequency of the laser pulse, and c is the speed

of light. In the case of non-relativistic plasma electrons, the plasma is transparent to the

laser pulse if ne < ncr, where ncr ≡meω
2/(4πe2) is the classical critical or cutoff density.

Plasma electrons become highly relativistic at a0� 1, which is the regime of interest for

this chapter. In the case of relativistic electrons with a characteristic relativistic factor 〈γ〉,

the plasma is transparent to the laser pulse if ne < 〈γ〉ncr [16]. The increased range for the

electron density has been termed the relativistically induced transparency. Typically, the

value of 〈γ〉 resulting from electron heating by a laser pulse with a normalized amplitude

a0 can be estimated as 〈γ〉 ≈ a0. Then the condition for the relativistic transparency

becomes ne < a0ncr. Therefore, the plasma produced by the channel material should have

ne� a0ncr to enable relatively unimpeded propagation of the laser pulse. The plasma

produced by the bulk material should have a much higher density to guide the laser beam.

The preferred range is ne ∼ a0ncr or higher.

As a baseline, we have performed a 3D PIC simulation where a 1 PW laser pulse

irradiates a structured target whose parameters are picked based on the discussed criteria.

The parameters of the pulse are shown in Table 3.1. The laser intensity has a Gaussian

profile in the cross-section and, in the absence of the target, the diameter of the focal spot

(FWHM for the intensity) is w0 ≈ 1.3 µm. The corresponding laser peak intensity is 5×1022

W/cm2, with a0 ≈ 190 for λ= 1 µm. The structured target consists of a bulk plasma with

ne = nbulk ≡ 100 ncr and a narrow channel with radius Rch ≈ 0.7w0 and ne = nch ≡ 20 ncr.
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Table 3.1: Parameters used in the 3D PIC simulations on the power scaling of
gamma-ray beams

3D PIC simulation parameters
Laser pulse:
Pulse energy 37, 75, 149, 223 and 373 J
Peak intensity 5×1022 W/cm2

a0 190
Wavelength λ = 1 µm
Power P = 1, 2, 4, 6 and 10 PW
Location of the focal plane x = 0 µm
Pulse profile
(transverse & longitudinal) Gaussian
Pulse duration
(FHWM of intensity) 35 fs
Pulse width/focal spot w0 = 1.3, 1.9, 2.7, 3.2 and
(FWHM of intensity) 4.2 µm

Plasma:
Composition carbon ions and electrons
Bulk density nbulk = 100 ncr
Bulk thickness dbulk = 3.0 µm
Channel density nch = 20 ncr
Ionization state of carbon fully ionized
Channel radius Rch = 0.7 w0
Channel length Lch = 45 µm

General parameters:
Spatial resolution 30/µm ×30/µm ×30/µm
# of macro-particles/cell
Electrons 15
Carbon ions 5

The bulk thickness dbulk is fixed at 3.0 µm whereas our simulations have found the photon

emission is not sensitive to the bulk thickness when dbulk > 3.0 µm. The bulk plasma guide

the laser beam through the channel because nch/ncr � a0, whereas nbulk/ncr ∼ a0. An

additional channel density scan showed that nch/ncr between 10 and 30 provides the best

photon yield, so this is why we set nch = 20ncr. The target material in our simulation is

initialized as fully ionized plastic, represented by carbon ions. No ionization takes place
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during the simulation, which significantly reduces computational costs during the parameter

scans performed in later sections of the chapter. A simulation with field ionization [15]

and initially neutral carbon atoms (instead of ions) reproduced the results reported in this

section, which justifies our approach of using fully ionized targets.

In the performed simulation, the laser pulse indeed generates high energy electrons

while propagating through the channel. Figure 3.7 that will be discussed in later sections

provides a snapshot of the electron spectrum. The maximum electron energy is 450 MeV,

which corresponds to γ ≈ 900. This is much higher than the characteristic relativistic

factor associated with electron oscillations in the laser pulse, 〈γ〉 ≈ a0 ≈ 190. The energy

increase is aided by the slowly evolving azimuthal magnetic field (∼0.2 MT) generated in

the channel.

The magnetic field bends trajectories of the energetic electrons and the resulting

acceleration leads to synchrotron emission [25]. This process is simulated by emitting

individual photons according to a Monte-Carlo algorithm [28, 69–72] that utilizes an

appropriate cross-section. Our code of choice for these calculations is EPOCH [15]. Note

that the photons are emitted along the momentum of the emitting electron.

The emission pattern for photons with εγ > 1 MeV is shown in Fig. 3.1c. In this

plot, the photons are projected onto a sphere. The polar angle is measured with respect

to the propagation direction of the laser pulse (the dashed circles mark the polar angle

of 10◦ and 45◦). The horizontal plane is the polarization plane of the laser electric field.

The emitted photons are primarily concentrated near this plane, because the polarization

plane is also the plane of electron oscillations driven by the laser electric field. The photon

beam has two distinct lobes that are offset by a similar angle from the direction of the

laser propagation. In what follows, we define a lobe more precisely as a cone (green circles

in Figs. 3.1c and d) with an opening angle of 10◦. Each lobe is centered at the peak of

emission for a given photon energy range, as seen in Figs. 3.1c and 3.1d.
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In order to quantify the described emission process, we introduce an energy conver-

sion rate for photons with energies above a given threshold emitted into a single lobe. It is

defined as a ratio of the energy associated with these photons to the total energy in the

incoming laser beam. The conversion rate in Fig. 3.2a is an average of the rates for the

right and left lobes for photons with energies above 1, 10, and 100 MeV. On average, a

single lobe produced by the 1 PW laser pulse contains 2.3×1011 MeV-level photons (shown

in Fig. 3.2b), which accounts for approximately 0.5% of the total laser energy.

3.3 Incident power scan

In this section we examine how the photon emission changes with the power P of the

incident laser pulse. We are specifically interested in a regime where the power is increased

while the peak intensity remains constant. As pointed out in Refs. [10] and [9], while the

peak power of lasers has quickly increased in the past, technical challenges associated with

large aperture laser beams have lead to a slower increase of the peak intensity. An intensity

of 5×1022 W/cm2 is to be expected as a very realistic value across several of the existing

and upcoming multi-PW to 10-PW class laser facilities [10], such as ELI-NP [11], Texas

PW laser [12], CoReLS laser [13] and Apollon [14]. In other words, our exploration is a

study of laser systems that can reach the same peak intensity but at a different level of

incident power.

Figure 3.2a shows the energy conversion efficiency into gamma-rays with energies

εγ above 1, 10, and 100 MeV as a function of the incident power that is increased from 1

to 10 PW. As stated in Table 3.1, the incident power is increased by increasing the focal

spot and thus laser energy while keeping the peak intensity and the laser pulse duration

constant. The key result is that the conversion efficiency rapidly increases with P for

P ≤ 4 PW. Broadly speaking, the conversion efficiency saturates above P ≈ 4 PW. The
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subtle difference is that the conversion efficiency into multi-MeV photons slowly decreases,

whereas the conversion efficiency for εγ > 100 MeV continues to slowly increase. The

corresponding numbers of photons above the same cutoff energies are given by Fig. 3.2b.

We find that the number of multi-MeV photons scales with power roughly as P 2 up to 4

PW and as P beyond 4 PW. Even more dramatically, for the photons above 100 MeV, the

number is increased by about 400 times with a 4 PW laser and about 1200 times with 10

PW compared to that with 1 PW, leading to a power scaling of P 4 up to 4 PW. These

numbers are critical for explaining the power scaling for pair production in Section 3.4.

The variation of power however preserves the two-lobe structure of the emitted photon

beam as observed in Figs. 3.1c and 3.1d.

Figure 3.3: Normalized emitted power Pγ [see Eq. (3.1)] as a function of time t at
P = 1, 2, 4 and 10 PW. Pγ peaks at 45 fs for P = 1 PW, at 35 fs for P = 2 PW and at
55 fs for P = 4, 10 PW. The FWHMs for these curves are 33 fs, 50 fs, 55 fs and 66 fs,
respectively.

In what follows, we examine the key factors contributing to the observed trend

in the conversion efficiency. Our core conclusion is that the increase is closely related to

improved direct laser acceleration of electrons assisted by the plasma azimuthal magnetic

field. It is important to point out that, as we increase the incident power, we proportionally
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increase the number of electrons in the channel. Therefore, the conversion efficiency would

remain the same if the emitted power only increases due to the described increase in the

number of the electrons. In order to explicitly take this aspect into account, we introduce

a re-normalized emitted power,

Pγ ≡ Plobe
1 PW
P

, (3.1)

that is the emitted power into a single lobe, Plobe, divided by P or, equivalently, a factor

proportional to w2
0. An increase in Pγ with power is then a clear indicator of increased

energy conversion efficiency into photons.

Figure 3.3 shows the time history of Pγ for photons with Eγ > 10 MeV at P = 1 –

10 PW. We define t= 0 fs as the time when the laser pulse reaches its peak amplitude in

the focal plane at x= 0 µm in the absence of the target. There are two striking features:

the peak of the emission Pγ increases significantly as P is increased from 1 to 4 PW and

the emission remains strong over a much longer time period for P = 4 and 10 PW. The

prolonged emission reflects the fact that the laser depletion is reduced with the increase

of laser power. The depletion associated with electron extraction from the channel walls

scales as w0 (surface area per unit length). On the other hand, the energy in the laser

pulse scales as w2
0 (volume per unit length). This is why it takes longer for a laser pulse

with higher power to get depleted in our setup, as confirmed by our 3D PIC simulations.

The prolonged emission definitely increases the conversion efficiency, but the sub-

stantial increase in the peak value of Pγ is an equally important contributing factor. There

are two aspects that must be independently considered in this context: 1) the power emitted

by a single electron, and 2) the number of emitting electrons. In order to be quantitative,

we focus on photon emissions with Eγ > 10 MeV into a single lobe defined in Sec. 3.2.
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3.3.1 Increased emission by individual electrons

Figure 3.4: Emitted power Pγ as a function of η at the time of peak emission (see
Fig. 3.3) for P = 1 – 10 PW. Pγ is for photons with Eγ > 10 MeV emitted into a single
lobe. The dashed lines show the average η for each power. The horizontal bars show
the standard deviation. Note that this figure is not included in the accepted manuscript
regarding this chapter.

The power of synchrotron emission Psynch is determined by the electron acceleration

in an instantaneous rest frame [25]. This acceleration is proportional to a dimensionless

parameter η defined as (the same equation as Eq. (1.1))

η ≡ γe
ES

√(
E + 1

c
[v×B]

)2
− 1
c2

(E ·v)2, (3.2)

where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields acting on the electron, γe and v are the

relativistic factor and velocity of the electron, and ES ≈ 1.3×1018 V/m is the Schwinger

field. The power of the synchrotron emission scales as

Psynch ∝ η2. (3.3)

Note that Eq. (3.3) is a rough estimate; in a more inclusive case, Psynch is described by
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Eq. (1.18) with a quantum correction. But the quantum correction does not change the

trend that Eq. (1.18) grows with η. The emitted spectrum peaks for photon energies

roughly given by [73]

ε∗γ ≈ 0.44ηγemec
2. (3.4)

An important conclusion that one can draw from this is that the emission of photons with

energy εγ is strongly suppressed by electrons with ε∗γ � εγ .

Figure 3.4 shows how the P distributes as a function of η with the average η explicitly

specified. One takeaway message from Fig. 3.4 is that on average, the emitted power by an

individual electron grows with laser power. The two major factors that can increase η are

the increase in γe and the change in the field configuration. The later includes not only

an increase in the field strength, but also changes in the relative orientation between the

electron velocity and the fields. In order to quantify this aspect, we introduce an effective

field strength defined as

Feff ≡
1
E0

√(
E + 1

c
[v×B]

)2
− 1
c2

(E ·v)2, (3.5)

so that

η = γeFeffE0/ES , (3.6)

where E0 is the maximum electric field strength of the laser pulse in the absence of the

target. We have implemented detailed tracking of emissions in EPOCH, which allows us to

distinguish the changes in η caused by changes in Feff and γe of the emitting electrons.

Specifically, we record the position and momentum of each photon at the moment of the

emission together with the corresponding η and γe of the emitting electron.

Figure 3.5 details how the emitted power Pγ depends on Feff and γe at the peak

of the emission for photons with εγ > 10 MeV. Even though the typical Feff changes very
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Figure 3.5: Emitted power Pγ as a function of Feff and γe at the time of peak
emission (see Fig. 3.3) for P = 1 – 10 PW. Pγ is for photons with Eγ > 10 MeV emitted
into a single lobe. The curve corresponds to ε∗γ = 10 MeV [see Eq. (3.4)].

little with the incident power P , the energies of emitting electrons increase substantially.

For P = 4 and 10 PW, most of the emissions are performed by electrons with ε∗γ > 10 MeV

corresponding to the data points to the right of the curve. This qualitative change is the

reason for the visible increase in Pγ at P ≥ 4 PW as compared to P = 1 PW.

Our observation regarding the importance of the electron energy increase is further

substantiated by Fig. 3.6. To aid the comparison, all curves are normalized such that

the area under each curve is equal to unity. Figure 3.6a shows that the effective field

strength Feff at the time of maximum emission increases from 0.24 at 1 PW to only 0.29 at

10 PW. This means that the field configuration sampled by the electrons remains relatively

unchanged with the increase in power. In contrast to that, the typical γe of the emitting

electrons almost doubles at 10 PW compared to that at 1 PW, as shown in Fig. 3.6b.

The fact that Feff remains primarily unaffected is consistent with the current
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Figure 3.6: Emitted power Pγ for photons with εγ > 10 MeV emitted into a single
lobe as a function of (a) Feff and (b) γe at the time of peak emission (see Fig. 3.3) for
P = 1 – 10 PW. The dashed lines show the average Feff and γe. The horizontal bars
show the standard deviation. The area under each curve is normalized to be equal to
unity.

understanding of the direct laser acceleration in a quasi-static magnetic field. The field

limits the amplitude of transverse electron displacement across the channel even as the

electron energy increases [36]. The maximum displacement is often referred to as the

magnetic boundary. The maximum magnetic field sampled by the electron, i.e. the field

at the magnetic boundary, scales as j1/2, where j is the characteristic current density.

We observe no increase in j with the increase in P , which explains the trend shown in

Figure 3.6a. The momentum acquired during the electron injection from the channel walls
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Figure 3.7: (a) Normalized electron spectra at the moment of peak emission for
P = 1 – 10 PW. (b) Accumulated number of electrons with ε∗γ > εγ , defined by
Eq. (3.8), as a function of εγ . Here ε∗γ ≈ 0.44ηγemec

2 is the characteristic photon
energy of a synchrotron spectrum. We only count the electrons whose momentum is
directed within a single emission lobe.

into the laser beam also impacts the size of the magnetic boundary and it likely contributes

to the variations observed in Figure 3.6a.

Rather than directly influencing Feff , the role of the magnetic field is more subtle.

The magnetic field facilitates the electron energy exchange with the laser pulse. Even

though the electrons experience similar values of Feff during the acceleration, the duration

of this interaction increases with laser power. As already stated, it takes longer for the laser

to become depleted at higher power, which prolongs the time the electrons spend being

accelerated by the laser pulse. However, the depletion time competes with the dephasing

time that also limits the energy gain [36]. Therefore, the depletion eventually loses its

importance with the power increase once the corresponding time becomes relatively long.

Note that the increase in γe causes an increase in η even though Feff remains relatively

unaffected. For example, the average η for the emissions shown in Fig. 3.5 almost doubles

as the power is increased from 1 to 10 PW, reaching η ≈ 0.12.
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3.3.2 Increased number of emitting electrons

The increase in the energy conversion efficiency results not only from the increased

emission by individual electrons, but also from an increase in the number of emitting

electrons beyond just the geometric factor. This increase is in part related to radial electron

confinement. The electron transverse displacement has to be less than the channel radius in

order not to become lost while being accelerated. As we increase the channel radius in our

power scan, we improve the electron confinement, as confirmed by particle tracking, which

then allows significantly more electrons to reach higher energies at 4 PW than at 1 PW.

Figure 3.7a shows the electron spectra at the time of maximum emission for P = 1

– 10 PW. We only count the electrons whose momentum pe is directed into the emission

cone, because the photons are emitted collinearly with pe. The number of electrons Ne is

normalized to account for the increase in the channel radius, with the normalized number

defined as

Ñe ≡Ne
1 PW
P

. (3.7)

The number of energetic electrons strongly increases as the incident power rises from 1 to

2 PW and from 2 to 4 PW. There is also a clear saturation at P ≥ 4 PW, with the 4 and

10 PW spectra being very similar.

It is also instructive to evaluate the electrons according to ε∗γ defined by Eq. (3.4),

where ε∗γ is the characteristic photon energy of the synchrotron spectrum for given values

of γe and η. Figure 3.7b shows the total number of electrons with ε∗γ > εγ as a function of

εγ , where

Ñe(ε∗γ ≥ εγ)≡
∫ ∞
εγ

dÑe
dε∗γ

dε∗γ . (3.8)

We find that Ñe(ε∗γ ≥ 1 MeV) for P = 4 PW significantly exceeds Ñe(ε∗γ ≥ 1 MeV) for P =

1 PW, which contributes to the increase in the conversion efficiency in Fig. 3.2a. Figure 3.7b

also shows that there are slightly more electrons with ε∗γ > 1 MeV and ε∗γ > 10 MeV at
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P = 4 PW than at P = 10 PW. This is why the conversion efficiency for εγ > 1 MeV and

εγ > 10 MeV decreases above P = 4 PW. This trend changes for εγ > 100 MeV because the

10 PW beam is able to generate more electrons with ε∗γ above 30 MeV.

3.4 Creation of electron-positron pairs via two-photon

collisions

Figure 3.8: Setup for pair production via two-photon collisions in two intersecting
gamma-ray beams, where θ is beam divergence angle, Φ is collision angle and d is the
collision distance.

In the previous section, we have shown that the number of MeV-level photons (εγ >

1 MeV) emitted into a narrow cone with an opening angle of 10◦ grows rapidly with the

incident laser power until reaching saturation at around 4 PW. Multiple applications can

potentially benefit from such a strong scaling with power, e.g. two-photon pair production,

radiography of ultra-high density matter, and photonuclear reactions [74]. In this section,

we examine in details one of them – the photon-photon pair production or, equivalently,

generation of matter and antimatter directly from light. Here we investigate two different

approaches to achieve two-photon pair production: one is to collide two gamma-ray beams

and the other is to collide one gamma-ray beam with high-temperature blackbody radiation
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Figure 3.9: (a) Distribution of BW pairs over the energy of two colliding photon
beams, with sγ ≡ log10(εγ/MeV). The laser power producing each of the photon beams
is 4 PW and the colliding distance is 250 µm. (b) Pair production versus the laser
power used to generate each of the photon beams. The blue curve shows the number of
colliding photons (in each beam) with energies above 10 keV. The number of pairs
scales with power as P 2.3, P 2.6, P 1.9 and P 1.1 as we increase P from 1 to 2 PW, 2 to 4
PW, 4 to 6 PW and 6 to 10 PW.

fields [68].

First, we consider the setup that is schematically shown in Fig. 3.8 and that was first

discussed in Ref. [67] and later detailed in Refs. [75] and [76]. The two colliding gamma-ray

beams are the collimated beams emitted into a single 10◦ lobe. The collision occurs in a

vacuum at a distance d that greatly exceeds the spatial scales associated with the photon

emission within a single structured target. MeV-level photons are absolutely necessary for

Figure 3.10: Setup for two-photon pair production via a collision of an intense
gamma-ray beam with high-temperature radiation of a laser heated hohlraum.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Pair production as a function gamma-ray energies. The gamma-ray
beam (enclosed within a 10◦ lobe) generated by a 4 PW laser collides with 100, 200 and
400 eV blackbody radiators. To make the curves of 100 and 200 eV visible, the y axes
are multiplied by 3×104 and 100, respectively. (b) Pair production versus the laser
power used to generate the gamma-ray beam. At 400 eV, the number of pairs scales
with power as P 4.3, P 4.8, P 0.8 and P 2.0 as we increase P from 1 to 2 PW, 2 to 4 PW, 4
to 6 PW and 6 to 10 PW, respectively.

the pair production via collisions of two photons (linear Breit-Wheeler process [77]) because,

in order to successfully generate pairs, the photon energies must satisfy the requirement

εγ1εγ2 > 2m2
ec

4, where εγ1 and εγ2 are the energies of the colliding photons. Because of

this requirement and the existence of highly energetic photons (εγ > 100 MeV), the energy

threshold for dumping photons has been lowered in our simulations to 10 keV.

To calculate the pair production via the linear Breit-Wheeler (BW) process [77], we

discretize photons in each beam into energy bins and collide the photon bins in one beam

with those in the other. For two colliding bins with energies εγ1,2 and photon numbers

Nγ1,2 , the number of generated pairs can be estimated by

Npairs ≈ σγ1γ2Nγ1Nγ2/πθ
2d2. (3.9)

where σγ1γ2 is the cross section of the BW process [77], θ = 10◦ is the divergence angle of

the photon beam. We collect pairs generated in all possible binary collisions to get the
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total number of pairs.

As an example, we calculated the number of pairs by colliding two gamma-ray beams

produced by two 4 PW lasers. In our calculation, the collision distance is d= 250 µm and

the collision angle is Φ = 90◦. The total number of generated pairs is 12620. Figure 3.9a

shows the distribution of BW pairs over the energy bins of the two gamma-ray beams.

The axes are defined as sγ ≡ log10(εγ/MeV) to make the low-energy photons’ contribution

visible. As claimed earlier, the MeV-level photons are indeed necessary because the pair

production involving MeV-level photons accounts for more than 98% of the total yield.

However, the unexpected result is that the pair production involving photons with εγ < 1

MeV also accounts for a significant fraction – nearly 85%. So in our setup, photons with

both εγ < 1 MeV and εγ > 1 MeV are indispensable for the pair production. Since most of

the pairs are produced in collisions where εγ1 � εγ2 or εγ2 � εγ1 , the positrons are emitted

as two highly collimated beams that are co-linear with the original photon beams, as shown

in Fig. 3.8.

Due to the reliance on both low and high energy photons, the increase in the number

of pairs with laser power (the red curve in Fig. 3.9b) depends not only on the power scaling

for the number of high energy photons (see Fig. 3.2b), but also on that for the low energy

photons. As shown in Fig. 3.9b and detailed in its caption, the number of pairs grows

rapidly up to 4 PW with an average scaling of P 2.4, while the growth rate drops quickly

beyond 4 PW reaching a scaling of P 1.1 at 10 PW. According to the trend observed in

Fig. 3.2b, the number of MeV-level photons increases roughly as P 2 for laser power up to 4

PW, so the scaling for pairs would be P 4 if the pair production involved only MeV-level

photons. This discrepancy means that the number of low-energy photons increases with P

at a slower rate, which is exactly what the blue curve of Fig. 3.9b manifests.

Next, we investigate the approach of colliding one gamma-ray beam with high-

temperature blackbody radiation. Figure 3.10 depicts the proposed setup, where the
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blackbody radiator (e.g. a laser-heated hohlraum) is hundreds of eV in temperature and

1 cm in thickness. As detailed in Ref. [68], the number of generated pairs is a product of

the absorption probability per unit length τ and the blackbody thickness, where τ depends

strongly on temperature of the blackbody radiation. Here we initialize the blackbody

radiation with three distinct temperatures: T = 100, 200 and 400 eV. When colliding a

gamma-ray beam generated by a 4 PW laser pulse with the described blackbody radiation,

we obtained 1.2×105 pairs for T = 400 eV, 800 pairs for T = 200 eV and just 2 pairs for

T = 100 eV. It has to be pointed out that these numbers are an upper limit for the possible

number of pairs because the angular spread of the gamma-ray beam is not included in the

calculation.

By binning the generated pairs according to the energies of gamma-ray photons it is

easy to see which part of the photon spectrum contributes the most to the pair production.

For example, Fig. 3.11a demonstrates that the energies between 50 and 500 MeV dominate

the production when colliding the gamma-ray beam with a 400 eV blackbody. Similar

effects are also observed when T = 100 and 200 eV except that the center of the energy

range shifts further up with the decrease of temperature. The sole reliance on the highly

energetic gamma-ray photons is an important feature that distinguishes the considered

setup from the one considered earlier in this section. This aspect changes the scaling of the

number of pairs with the incident laser power. As illustrated in Fig. 3.11b and explained

in its caption, for T = 400 eV the number of pairs increases with power as P 4.5 for P up to

4 PW. The scaling matches the trend for the number of photons with energies above 100

MeV, shown in Fig. 3.2b. This is a much stronger scaling than the scaling obtained for

the collision of two gamma-ray beams, which can benefit the detection of the two-photon

pair production by significantly increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. The power scaling at

T = 100 and 200 eV (see Fig. 3.11b) gets cut off at lower powers due to the negligible pair

production whereas the remaining part resembles the power scaling at 400 eV. Finally it
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must be stressed that the number of generated pairs sensitively depends on the blackbody

temperature. As shown in Fig. 3.11b, decreasing the temperature by a factor of 2 can result

in more than two orders of magnitude reduction on pairs. Such a temperature sensitivity

poses potential challenges for experimental implementations of the considered approach.

We conclude this section by pointing out that the considered targets with pre-filled

channels yield appreciably more electron-positron pairs than structured targets with empty

channels. The use of empty channels has generated significant interest [78–80], so, in order

to make a meaningful comparison, we have repeated the 4 PW simulation using an empty

channel. In our PIC simulation, we set nch = 0 and Lch = 120 µm. All other simulation

parameters are the same as in Table 3.1. We observe significant depletion of the laser

pulse by the end of the simulation and use the emitted photons to calculate the pair yield.

We find that only 0.25% of the laser energy is converted into MeV-level photons (0.3%

into photons above 10 keV) within a 10◦ lobe. Colliding two such gamma-ray beams, we

produce 3150 BW pairs, which is four times lower than the yield for the pre-filled channels.

Colliding one such gamma-ray beam with the 400 eV blackbody radiation, we produce 2920

BW pairs, which is 41 times smaller than the yield for the pre-filled channel target.

In this section, we have compared two approaches (i.e. colliding two gamma-ray

beams and colliding one gamma-ray beam with blackbody radiation) for generating BW

pairs utilizing the gamma-ray sources produced by multi-PW lasers. We found that the

two approaches are somehow comparable in terms of the produced pairs, but the process

involves different parts of the energy spectrum of the gamma-ray beam and sensitively

depends on proposed parameters. As a result, the approach of colliding the gamma-ray

beam with blackbody radiation has a stronger scaling with the incident laser power but

the number of generated pairs can drop exponentially with the decrease of blackbody

temperature.
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3.5 Summary and Discussion

We have examined the emission of collimated gamma-ray beams from structured

laser-irradiated targets with pre-filled cylindrical channels. Our goal was to determine how

the conversion efficiency of the laser energy into gamma-rays scales with the incident laser

power or incident laser energy (since the laser duration is fixed) when the peak intensity

is held constant. We found that the conversion efficiency into MeV-level (εγ > 1 MeV)

photons increases rapidly with the incident laser power in the range between 1 and 4 PW

before it roughly saturates above P ≈ 4 PW. The considered setup involving a structured

target becomes an efficient and powerful gamma-ray source when irradiated by a 4 PW

laser pulse at 5×1022 W/cm2 with 1.6% of laser energy converted into 1.6×1012 MeV-level

photons within a 10◦ lobe.

Our detailed particle tracking has revealed that the underlying cause for the improved

conversion efficiency is the enhanced electron acceleration in the laser-pulse assisted by the

quasi-static magnetic field generated in the channel. This is a nontrivial result, because the

laser intensity and thus a0 in the incoming laser pulse remain unchanged. Another peculiar

aspect revealed by our analysis is that the characteristic effective field Feff experienced

by the emitting electrons in the channel undergoes only minor changes as the channel

widens. The delayed laser depletion and the improved transverse electron confinement by

the magnetic field are believed to play a significant role in improving electron acceleration

at higher power P .

Applying the gamma-ray beams generated in our 3D simulations, we carried out

a numerical study of electron-positron pair creation via two-photon collisions. Up to

1.2×105 pairs are created when shooting one gamma-ray beam generated at P = 4 PW

into blackbody radiation at 400 eV. The number of pairs scales strongly with laser power,

Npairs ∝ P 4.5 for P ≤ 4 PW, because the most energetic gamma-ray photons (εγ > 50

MeV) control the yield. However, the pair production greatly depends on the blackbody
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temperature, e.g. if the temperature is reduced by a factor of two, the pair number drops

by a factor of 100. Another approach is to collide two identical gamma-ray beams, which

leads to an average scaling of P 2.4 at P ≤ 4 PW. The yield is 12620 pairs at 4 PW and

collision distance of 250 µm. The weaker scaling is due to the coupling of low-energy (εγ <

1 MeV) and high-energy (εγ > 1 MeV) photons during the pair creation process. The power

scaling discovered above is nontrivial and it can provide useful guidelines for designing

future two-photon experiments using the the state-of-art laser facilities.

In addition, we have examined the pair yield by gamma-rays generated in empty

channels. It has been reported that empty channels produce highly collimated gamma-ray

beams with just a single lobe aligned with the direction of the laser propagation [79].

However, this emission pattern is achieved by artificially treating the ions as immobile [81],

so that energetic electrons surf longitudinally along the channel without transverse oscilla-

tions [82]. In simulations using the correct charge-to-mass ratio of ions, the ion motion

disrupts electron acceleration and degrades the collimation of the emission pattern [83]. In

contrast to that, pre-filled structured targets offer a robust setup for efficient generation of

gamma-ray beams. The resulting beams produce significantly more pairs, which indicates

that the pre-filled channels are superior candidates for the experiments aimed at the

two-photon pair production with the considered laser parameters, i.e. multi-PW with an

intensity around 5×1022 W/cm2 and a duration more than 30 fs.

Photon sources are often characterized using their brilliance, so, in order to provide

a point of reference, we have evaluated this parameter for the gamma-ray beam generated

at P = 4 PW. In our calculation, the central photon energy is εγ = 1 MeV and we only

consider the photons emitted into a single 10◦ lobe. The source size given by spatial

standard deviation is ∼2×1 µm2 and the divergence angle characterizing the source is ∼0.7

rad. Using these values, we obtain a peak brilliance of 3×1023 photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%

BW (at 1.0 MeV). However, it is important to point out that the merit of brilliance should
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be viewed in connection with a specific application. In the case of pair-production, the

spectral brightness characterized by the brilliance is less important than the total number

of high energy photons. As already shown, our beams that have a broad spectrum ranging

from tens of keV to hundreds of MeV are capable of producing a significant number of pairs

that is impossible to achieve using conventional gamma-ray sources.

3.6 Appendix

Photon energy spectrum for γ-ray beams

In Fig. 3.2b, we have reported the number of photons in the investigated gamma-ray

beams above three distinct energy thresholds, i.e. 1 MeV, 10 MeV and 100 MeV. However,

it is still necessary to present continuous photon energy spectra of gamma-ray beams

since the pair yield depends on the spectral shape. Figure 3.12 illustrates the photon

spectral distribution ranging from 10 keV to 500 MeV for all the explored laser powers.

To make the low-energy part of the spectrum visible, the variable for εγ is replaced by

sγ ≡ log10(εγ/MeV).
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Figure 3.12: Energy spectra of gamma-ray beams generated with different laser
powers. Here the gamma-ray beam still refers to photons emitted into a narrow cone
with an opening angle of 10◦. We use sγ ≡ log10(εγ/MeV) to cover a wide range of
energies εγ .
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Chapter 4

Electron acceleration, gamma-ray

emission and pair production subject

to ion impact in hollow channels

We examine the impact of the ion dynamics on laser-driven electron acceleration in

an initially empty channel irradiated by an ultra-high intensity laser pulse with I > 1022

W/cm2. The negative charge of the accelerated electrons inside the channel generates a

quasi-static transverse electric field that causes gradual ion expansion into the channel.

Once the ions fill the channel, the pinching force from the quasi-static magnetic field

generated by the accelerated electrons becomes uncompensated due to the reduction of

the quasi-static transverse electric field. As a result there are two distinct populations

of accelerated electrons: those that accelerate ahead of the expanding ion front while

moving predominantly forward and those that accelerate in the presence of the ions in

the channel while performing strong transverse oscillations. The ions diminish the role

of the longitudinal laser electric field, making the transverse electric field the dominant

contributor to the electron energy. The ion expansion also has a profound impact on the
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gamma-ray emission, causing it to become volumetrically distributed while reducing the

total emitted energy. We formulate a criterion for the laser pulse duration that must be

satisfied in order to minimize the undesired effect from the ions and to allow the electrons

to remain highly collimated. We demonstrate the predictive capability of this criterion by

applying it to assess the impact of a given pre-pulse on ion expansion. Our results provide

a guideline for future experiments at multi-PW laser facilities with ultra-high intensities.

4.1 Introductory remarks

Significant technological progress in laser engineering has made it possible to reliably

generate ultra-short laser pulses [1, 2]. Multi-PW laser pulses are now within reach due to

the technology that allows one to compress laser pulses to just tens of femtoseconds [84–88].

Technological improvements have also increased the maximum achievable laser intensity and

thus the maximum strength of electric and magnetic fields. Such laser pulses offer a unique

opportunity to probe high-intensity light-matter interactions in laboratory conditions.

These pulses have also been suggested as drivers for a wide range of applications that

require beams of energetic particles [89,90] and radiation [91–93].

The coupling of the laser energy to the irradiated material is the key for most

applications. At high laser intensities, a laser-matter interaction quickly becomes an

interaction of a laser pulse with a plasma. The laser fields at the leading edge of a high-

intensity laser pulse are already strong enough to ionize the irradiated material. The laser

pulse transfers its energy to the plasma electrons and then this energy can be converted

into kinetic energy of other particles, such as ions [4, 34, 94–98], or into x-rays [99] and

gamma-rays [31,32,62,100–106]. This is the reason why generation of energetic electrons is

a critical component even for applications that focus on secondary particle and radiation

sources.
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There are multiple approaches to effective generation of energetic electrons [33,36,

37,54,89,107–109]. We are specifically interested in the regime of direct laser acceleration

where the energy is directly transferred from the laser electric fields to irradiated electrons.

The distinctive feature of this regime is its ability to generate a large population of energetic

electrons with a significant energy spread, needed for generation of secondary particle and

radiation beams. The energy transfer is proportional to (E ·v), where E is the laser electric

field and v is the electron velocity. Conceptually, there are two possibilities for achieving

the energy transfer. One possibility is to employ the electric field transverse to the laser

propagation, E⊥ which is the dominant component for very wide laser beams. However,

most high-intensity laser pulses are tightly focused, which introduces a non-negligible

longitudinal electric field, E‖ [82]. This allows a second option for the energy transfer from

the laser pulse to become available, with E‖ doing most of the work [110–112].

The option of leveraging the longitudinal laser field is particularly attractive if the

end-goal is to generate a highly relativistic electron beam with low angular divergence. An

important point is that a forward moving electron can continue effectively gaining energy

from E‖, whereas an effective energy transfer from E⊥ requires transverse oscillations that

cause finite divergence of the accelerated electrons. This can be illustrated by considering

the work W ∝ (E ·v) for a relativistic electron moving at an angle θ� 1 to the direction

of the laser pulse propagation. The longitudinal and transverse velocity components of the

electron can be approximated as v‖ ≈ ccosθ ≈ c and v⊥ ≈ csinθ ≈ cθ. The work by the

transverse laser field decreases with θ, W⊥ ∝ E⊥v⊥ ∝ θ. On the other hand, the work by

the longitudinal laser electric field is independent of θ for the electron motion that is close

to parallel.

Hollow-core structured targets have been shown to create the conditions necessary

for generating highly collimated electron beams through direct acceleration by longitudinal

laser electric fields [110,111,113–115]. A hollow-core target guides a tightly focused laser
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beam without allowing it to diverge [63,116]. This way E‖ can be enhanced and maintained

over distances much greater than the Rayleigh length, which allows for the electrons

to continue gaining energy while moving forward with the laser pulse. The accelerated

forward-moving electrons create transverse quasi-static electric and magnetic fields. The

resulting transverse force has been shown to be very small for forward moving electrons [82].

As a result, the electrons can continue their forward acceleration without gaining transverse

velocity that would increase the electron divergence.

It must be pointed out that the ions in the walls of the hollow-core region do not

experience the same force compensation as the accelerated electrons. They feel the inward

pull of the transverse electric field generated by the accelerated electrons, whereas the

effect of the magnetic field on them is negligible. This means that nothing prevents ions

from filling the hollow region during electron acceleration. However, the disruption to the

described force compensation resulting from their positive charge would have significant

implications in the context of electron acceleration.

Our goal is to determine a condition that specifies when the ion dynamics in an

initially empty channel becomes important and must be taken into consideration. Typically,

laser-irradiated structured targets are studied using particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [113,

114,116,117]. In this approach, the ion dynamics is treated self-consistently, but an extensive

parameter scan is required to find the sensitivity on laser pulse and target parameters. The

knowledge of the parametric dependence might be particularly important in those cases

when the ionization state for the high-Z target material is prescribed [79, 116,118], rather

than being evaluated as a part of the kinetic simulation.

An additional motivation for this work is the need to assess the impact of a given

pre-pulse on ion expansion. It is common to disregard laser pre-pulse in simulations

of structured targets, because a full-scale PIC simulation including even just a ps-long

pre-pulse is much more computationally expensive than a simulation of the main pulse
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that is only tens of fs in duration. On the other hand, it is important to know the role

of a pre-pulse in order to determine whether or not a given setup can be achieved under

specific experimental conditions where a pre-pulse is almost always present.

In this work, we examine the impact that the ion dynamics have on laser-driven

electron acceleration in initially hollow-core channels. We find that the time required for the

ions to fill the channel is reduced as the laser pulse amplitude increases. Consequentially,

the longitudinal electron acceleration by a relatively short but very intense laser pulse

can be disrupted. For example, this is the case for a 35 fs pulse with a peak intensity of

5×1022 W/cm2 propagating though a µm wide channel. We also find that when ions are

present in the channel, the energy transfer to the electrons is no longer dominated by E‖

and is primarily due to E⊥ instead. The increase in the transverse oscillation caused by

the presence of ions also has a profound impact on the gamma-ray emission pattern by the

accelerated electrons. The emission switches from being concentrated exclusively at the

surface of the channel [79], to being volumetrically distributed.

The chapter is organized in the following way. In Section 4.2 we estimate the time

needed by the ions to fill a channel of a given radius. We formulate a specific criterion for

the laser pulse duration that must be satisfied in order to minimize the undesired effect

from the ions and to allow the electrons to remain highly collimated. In Section 4.3, we

examine the impact of the ion mobility on the spectrum of the laser-accelerated electrons.

In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we focus on the time-resolved ion impact on electron acceleration.

In Section 4.5, we demonstrate the predictive capability of the criterion developed in

Sec. 4.2 by applying it to assess the impact of a given pre-pulse on ion expansion. In

Section 4.7, we show that the ion mobility qualitatively changes the photon emission by

the laser-accelerated electrons. Finally, in Section 4.9 we summarize our results and discuss

the implications of our findings.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic figure for the electron and ion motion inside the channel. The
purple and cyan circles represent electrons and ions. The green-red color depicts the
laser electric field Ey. (a) Electron extraction stage described by Eq. (4.7). (b) Ion
expansion stage described by Eq. (4.1).

4.2 Estimates for the ion dynamics in a hollow-core

channel

We are considering a setup where a solid target with a hollow core is irradiated by

a high-intensity laser beam. The beam is focused at the channel opening. The focal spot

of the beam is assumed to exceed the width of the channel. This condition ensures that

the longitudinal component of the laser electric field is enhanced and maintained over a

distance that is significantly longer than the Rayleigh length. It has been previously shown

that such a field can generate energetic electrons with very low angular divergence [82],

provided that the ion motion can be neglected.

The accelerated electrons are extracted from the channel walls and injected into

the channel by an oscillating transverse electric field of the laser beam. The charge of the

injected electrons generates a quasi-static transverse electric field [82]. This field is directed

inwards from the walls toward the central axis of the channel, causing the ions exposed to

the field to be pulled into the channel. We are interested in determining when the inward

ion motion starts to affect the electron acceleration.
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In the context of the transverse ion motion, the key time scale is the time it takes

for ions to reach the central axis of the channel through the process shown in Fig. 4.1.

In order to estimate this time, we use a simple model where the electron population is

approximated by a uniform negatively charged cloud whose width is equal to the initial

width of the channel. The quasi-static transverse electric field generated by the electrons is

then given by

Ey =−4π|e|ney, (4.1)

where ne is the electron density, e is the electron charge, and y is the transverse coordinate.

The system of coordinates is aligned such that we have y = 0 along the central axis of the

channel. The equation of motion for a non-relativistic ion with mass mi and charge state

Z in this field reads
dvi
dt

= Z|e|
mi

Ey, (4.2)

where

vi = dy/dt (4.3)

is the ion velocity. Equations (4.1) - (4.3) fully describe the dynamics of the innermost

ions under the given approximations.

From Eqs. (4.1) - (4.3) we directly find an expression for the ion velocity as a

function of y:

v2
i = Zme

mi
ω2
pe

(
R2−y2

)
, (4.4)

where R is the distance from the channel axis to the wall, ωpe =
√

4πnee2/me is the electron

plasma frequency, and me is the electron mass. We have introduced ωpe in order to make

it easier to express our final result in terms of the laser pulse amplitude. Using Eqs. (4.4)

and (4.3), we now find that the innermost ions reach the axis of the channel after a time
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interval

∆t= π

2

√
mp

me

µ

ω2
pe

(4.5)

where µ is a normalized ion mass-to-charge ratio,

µ≡ mi/Z|e|
mp/ |e|

= mi

Zmp
, (4.6)

defined in terms of the proton mass mp.

Our last step is to estimate the electron density ne in the channel. As previously

discussed, the transverse laser electric field can extract electrons from the wall of the channel.

The extracted electrons and the ions (that at this stage still remain in the wall) create an

electric field whose direction is opposite to the laser electric field. The electron extraction

continues unimpeded until the electric field generated due to the charge separation becomes

comparable to the laser electric field. The extracted electrons are relativistic, so their

displacement from the wall over one laser period is roughly the laser wavelength λ. The

density n∗ of the extracted electrons during the first laser period after the extraction can

then be roughly estimated using the relation

E0 ≈ 4π|e|n∗λ, (4.7)

where E0 is the peak amplitude of the laser electric field. It should be pointed out that

the extraction only takes place during a fraction of the laser cycle and is not a continuous

process [116, 119, 120]. This aspect will be accounted for by introducing a numerical

multiplier ξ in the final expression (4.11) for the ion travel time. We now introduced a

normalized laser amplitude a0 defined as

a0 ≡
|e|E0
mecω

, (4.8)
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where ω is the laser pulse frequency. Combining Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), we find that the

electron plasma frequency corresponding to n∗ is approximately given by

ω2
pe∗ ≈ a0cω/λ≈ ω2a0/2π. (4.9)

Following their injection into the channel, the electrons gradually spread across the

channel while moving forward with the laser pulse. We assume that the number of electrons

per unit length remains relatively constant during this process. Then, the conservation of

particles relates n∗ to ne that we used earlier to estimate the ion dynamics [see Eqs. (4.4)

and (4.5)]: neR ≈ n∗λ. This relation can be rewritten in terms of the electron plasma

frequency and, taking into account Eq. (4.9), we find that

ω2
pe ≈ ω2

pe∗λ/R≈ ω2a0λ/2πR. (4.10)

We substitute this expression for ω2
pe into Eq. (4.5) to obtain the time required for the

innermost ions to reach the axis of the channel:

∆t
T

= ξ

√
µ

a0

R

λ

mp

me
, (4.11)

where T ≡ 2π/ω is the laser period and ξ is a numerical factor. We have made a number

of approximations to find how ∆t scales with µ, a0, and R. However, the presented

derivation lacks the precision needed to determine ξ. In what follows, we will use fully

self-consistent kinetic simulations to confirm the obtained scaling and to determine the

value of ξ numerically (as shown in Sec. 4.4, ξ ≈ 1.4).

In our estimates, we have assumed that the ions are not relativistic, i.e. γi−1� 1,

where γi = 1/
√

1−v2
i /c

2. The non-relativistic assumption is equivalent to v2
i � c2. The

ions reach their maximum velocity at the axis of the channel where y = 0. It follows from
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Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) that the condition v2
i � c2 is satisfied during the ion motion towards

the axis if

[max(vi)]2 =
(
π

2
R

∆t

)2
� c2. (4.12)

This condition is equivalent to

(
∆t
T

)2
�
(
π

2
R

λ

)2
. (4.13)

If the value of ∆t given by Eq. (4.11) fails to satisfy the condition (4.13), then relativistic

corrections must be included. These corrections increase the ion travel time to ensure that

∆t > R/c in agreement with the relativistic mechanics.

We conclude this section by using the derived expressions to estimate the ion travel

time ∆t for a laser pulse with a peak normalized amplitude of a0 ≈ 200. This is the

amplitude projected for tightly focused laser beams of the ELI laser facilities [84]. In the

case of a channel with R≈ 3λ, we have

∆t/T ≈ ξ
√

30µ. (4.14)

If the target material is fully ionized carbon, then µ≈ 2 and ∆t/T ≈ 8ξ. Assuming that ξ

is of the order of unity, we find that it takes only several laser periods for the ions to fill

the channel. The condition (4.13) is still satisfied for these extreme parameters, so the ions

are well described using the non-relativistic equations of motion.

The estimates presented in this section show that the number of electrons injected

into the hollow channel and their density increase with laser amplitude a0. These electrons

create a transverse electric field that causes ions to be injected into the channel as well.

Our main conclusion is that the ion injection can take place on a time scale shorter than

the duration of a laser pulse of ultra-high intensity.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Electron energy spectra (a) and the corresponding contributions to the
electron kinetic energy KEe by the longitudinal electric field (b,c, and d) for three
different values of the normalized ion mass-to-charge ratios µ= 2, 4, and ∞. All of the
snapshots are taken at t= 124 fs, where t= 0 fs is the time when the pulse reaches its
peak intensity at x= 0 µm in the absence of the target. The bar width in (b) - (d) is 75
MeV. The electron spectrum for µ= 2 saturates at t > 124 fs.

4.3 Impact of ion mobility on electron energy spec-

trum

The estimates of Sec. 4.2 indicate that the ion motion should become important

in narrow hollow-core channels at ultra-high laser intensities with a0 > 100, such as those

projected for the ELI laser facilities [84], even if the laser pulse is only tens of cycles long.

In this section, we examine the impact of the ion mobility on the laser accelerated electrons.

The ionization of the target material is the process that directly impacts the ion

dynamics by increasing the ion charge state. There are multiple ionization mechanisms

that can play a role in the considered setup, but the field ionization is the one primarily

responsible for significantly increasing the ion charge state at ultra-high laser intensities.

As the ion charge state Z is increased, the mass-to-charge ratio µ [see Eq. (4.6)] is reduced.

The latter is the parameter that determines the ion response to applied electric fields, with

the ions being more mobile for lower mass-to-charge ratios.

In order to investigate the impact of the ion mass-to-charge ratio µ on electron

acceleration, we treat µ as an input parameter rather than calculating it self-consistently.
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This approach allows us to keep all of the laser pulse parameters fixed while varying the

value of µ. In a fully self-consistent analysis, the laser amplitude a0 impacts the electron

acceleration in two ways: directly through electron interaction with the laser electric fields

and indirectly by influencing the ion dynamics through the ion mass-to-charge ratio, as

described earlier. It is therefore necessary to decouple µ from a0 and other laser pulse

parameters in order to identify the impact of the ions.

We simulate the electron acceleration using a fully relativistic two-dimensional (2D)

particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. The target is a uniform plasma rectangle with a straight

empty channel. It is irradiated by a laser pulse focused at the channel entrance. The

laser parameters are similar to those projected for the ELI facility [84]. The system of

coordinates is set such that the laser pulse propagates in the positive direction along the

x-axis. The central axis of the laser pulse corresponds to y = 0, while the channel opening

is located at x= 0. Table 4.1 provides additional simulation details. Note that the electron

density is given in terms of the critical electron density ncrit defined by the condition

ω2
pe = ω2, where ω2

pe = 4πncrite2/me.

Figure 4.2a shows the electron energy spectra for three different ion mass-to-charge

ratios µ = 2; 4; and ∞. We ran three independent 2D PIC simulations to obtain these

spectra. Ion mobility is shown to have a negative impact on electron acceleration, since the

number of energetic electrons visibly decreases with the reduction of the mass-to-charge

ratio. The electron energy εe is defined as εe ≡ γmec
2, where γ is the electron relativistic

factor. All three snapshots of the electron spectra are taken at t = 124 fs. The electron

spectrum for µ= 2 saturates at t > 124 fs. We define t= 0 as the time instant when the

laser pulse reaches its peak intensity at x= 0 in the absence of the target.

The accelerated electrons can gain their energy from longitudinal (E‖ = Ex) and

transverse (E⊥ = Ey) electric fields, so we separately examine the work performed by each

of the components to better understand the observed changes in the electron spectra. The
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the 2D PIC simulations on ion impact study

2D PIC simulation parameters

Laser pulse:
Peak intensity 5×1022 W/cm2

Normalized field amplitude a0 = 191
Wavelength λ= 1.0 µm
Pulse duration
(FHWM of intensity) 35 fs
Focal spot size
(FWHM of intensity) 3.9 µm
Location of the focal plane x= 0 µm

Structured target:
Total channel width 2R = 5.4 µm
Location of the channel opening x= 0 µm
Electron density ne = 100ncrit
Ion mass-to-charge ratio µ= 2; 4; and ∞
Ion charge state Z = 6
Ion density ni = ne/Z

General parameters:
Target length 72.0 µm
Target width 16.0 µm
Spatial resolution 100/µm×100/µm
Number of macro-particles per cell
for electrons 80
for ions 40

total work performed by the electric fields acting on a given electron during the simulation,

Wtot(t) =−|e|
∫ t

−∞
(E ·v)dt′, (4.15)

is a sum of the work performed by E‖ and E⊥:

Wtot = W‖+ W⊥ ≡−|e|
∫ t

−∞
(E‖v‖+E⊥v⊥)dt′. (4.16)

In our simulations the electrons are initially cold with εe = mec
2, so that their kinetic
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energy KEe is simply equal to the total work Wtot:

KEe ≡ εe−mec
2 = Wtot = W‖+ W⊥. (4.17)

Figures 4.2b, 4.2c, and 4.2d show the contribution from E‖ to the total work as a

function of the electron kinetic energy. Each vertical bar represents a group of electrons

whose kinetic energy KEe is in the range determined by the width of the bar, δKEe = 75

MeV. 〈Wtot〉 and
〈
W‖

〉
are Wtot and W‖ averaged over the electrons in each of the groups.

The contribution from the longitudinal electric field decreases as we decrease µ from ∞ to

4 and it becomes negative for µ= 2.

In the case of immobile ions (µ =∞), the accelerated electrons gain most of the

energy from a longitudinal electric field. Specifically, we find that ∑W‖/
∑KEe ≈ 0.97,

where the summation is performed over the electrons with εe ≥ 150 MeV. This agrees

with our previously published work [82] where this field was identified as the longitudinal

field of the laser pulse. As we increase the ion mobility by reducing µ from ∞ to 4,

the contribution from the longitudinal electric field becomes significantly reduced, with∑W‖/
∑KEe ≈ 0.39 for εe ≥ 150 MeV. At an even lower value of the mass-to-charge ratio

the longitudinal electric field becomes detrimental, as its contribution becomes negative,

with ∑W‖/
∑KEe ≈−0.01 for εe ≥ 150 MeV at µ= 2.

The results of this section indicate that the increase in ion mobility not only decreases

the number of energetic electrons, but it also reduces the contribution to the electron

acceleration from the longitudinal laser electric field.

4.4 Time-resolved ion impact on electron acceleration

In Section 4.3, we examined how “macroscopic” characteristics of the accelerated

electrons change with the ion mass-to-charge ratio. Since ion expansion into the channel
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takes time to manifest itself, one might expect electrons travelling at the back of the laser

pulse to be influenced by the ions differently than electrons travelling at the front of the

pulse. In what follows, we examine how the ion impact on electron acceleration varies in

time.

Figure 4.3: Initial spatial distribution of energetic electrons with εe > 150 MeV from
Fig. 4.2 for the case of µ= 2. The curve in panel (b) is the distribution from panel (a)
integrated over the transverse coordinate. In both panels the electron numbers are
normalized to their maximum values nmax and Nmax. The red dashed lines show the
initial channel boundary.

Our first step is to confirm and refine the qualitative picture of electron injection

and acceleration presented in Sec. 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows the initial positions of the energetic

electrons with εe > 150 MeV at t= 124 fs from Fig. 4.2 for the case of µ= 2. The majority

of the energetic electrons clearly originate close to the channel opening. Additional electron

tracking shows that their injection into the channel also takes place in the vicinity of the

channel opening (a similar phenomenon has been reported for laser-generated channels in

uniform plasma targets [33, 121, 122]). The results for µ = 4 and µ =∞ are omitted, as

they are very similar to those shown in Fig. 4.3. The main conclusion is that the electron

injection into the channel is highly localized.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of electron acceleration between channels with mobile (µ= 2)
and immobile (µ=∞) ions in the acceleration region (x > 7.5 µm). The left column
corresponds to the immobile case, while the right column corresponds to the mobile
case. All of the snapshots are taken at t= 171 fs. Panels (a) and (d) show electron
position and energy (color-coded). Panels (b) and (e) show the locations and energies
of two groups of electrons: electrons with W‖ >W⊥ (green) and electrons with
W‖ <W⊥ (red). In panels (c) and (f), the line-outs of the transverse electric field are
plotted for y = 0 µm and they are normalized to the peak amplitude of the laser
electric field E0 in the absence of the target.

The simulations also show that the electron energy gain takes place over a distance

that significantly exceeds the length of the region where the injection takes place. This

agrees well with the qualitative understanding of the electron acceleration. The electrons

move forward with the laser pulse and can gain energy as long as they remain in the

favorable phase of the laser wave. The spatial period of the laser field is λ. An electron

that moves forward with a highly relativistic longitudinal velocity would travel a distance

roughly equal to γλ before slipping by one laser wavelength with respect to the moving field

pattern of the laser pulse, where γ is the characteristic relativistic factor of the electron.

We can therefore estimate the acceleration distance as ∆x≈ γλ, which yields ∆x≈ 103λ
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for 500 MeV electrons. This distance exceeds the length of the injection region by at least

two orders of magnitude.

The ion dynamics can impact both the electron injection and their subsequent

acceleration by the laser pulse. However, the described separation of longitudinal scales

allows us to separate these two aspects. In this work, our primary focus is on the ion impact

on electron acceleration. We isolate the corresponding physics by utilizing a simulation

setup where the ions in the injection region are immobile (µ=∞). The ion mass-to-charge

ratio is only varied further along the length of the channel where the electron acceleration

takes places. Specifically, the region with immobile ions is located at x≤ 7.5 µm, whereas

the region with variable µ is located at x > 7.5 µm. In what follows, the former will be

referred to as the injection region, whereas the later will be referred to as the acceleration

region.

In order to clearly identify the impact of the ion mobility in the acceleration region,

we begin by examining the regime where the ions are immobile. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b

provide detailed information about accelerated electrons for the case with immobile ions

(µ =∞) in the acceleration region. The energetic electrons in Fig. 4.4a are grouped in

well-defined bunches whose periodicity mirrors that of the laser electric field shown in

Fig. 4.4c. It is evident from Fig. 4.4b that most of the electron energy is gained from the

longitudinal electric field. The most energetic electrons are located in the middle of the

laser pulse where the laser field has the highest amplitude. This is consistent with our

understanding of the electron acceleration mechanism dominated by E‖, where the energy

transfer to a forward moving electrons is directly proportional to the amplitude of the laser

electric field. The energetic electrons remain effectively locked in the favorable accelerating

stage.

Figures 4.4d and 4.4e show accelerated electrons in a simulation with mobile ions

(µ= 2) in the acceleration region. The electrons at the front of the laser pulse look very
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similar to the electrons in the immobile case (see Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b). However, there is a

significant difference in the electrons that follow. Most of their energy is gained from the

transverse electric field E⊥. The energy of the electrons in this group is reduced compared

to the electrons in the immobile case. This result agrees with the result shown in Fig. 4.2,

while at the same time it confirms that there is a direct correlation between the energy

reduction and the switch from the longitudinally dominated acceleration regime (W‖ >W⊥)

to that where the role of the transverse electric field is dominant (W‖ <W⊥).

Figure 4.5: Ion dynamics in a laser irradiated channel with an immobile injection
region (shown with dark gray). Panels (a) to (d) show snapshots of the ion density and
injected electron bunches (for y > 0 µm only). The two bunches marked with blue in
panel (d) are used for detailed tracking in Sec. 4.5. Panel (e) gives the ion travel time
to the central axis and the maximum velocity of the innermost ions as a function of the
normalized laser amplitude a0. The curves are the estimates from Sec. 4.2 given by
Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) with ξ ≈ 1.4.

We find that the observed change in the electron acceleration is a direct consequence

of the ion expansion into the channel. Figures 4.5a, 4.5b, and 4.5c show snapshots of the

ion density together with the snapshots of electron bunches. Note that only electrons

located in the upper part of the channel (y > 0 µm) are shown to make the ion density
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profile more visible. There are bunches that move forward ahead of the expanding ion

boundary. The electrons in these bunches remain unaffected by the ions, with W‖ >W⊥.

Once the ions reach the axis at a given location, the electron bunches that pass through

this location afterwards can no longer escape the ion influence (see Fig. 4.5d), i.e. the

influence of the ion electric field. These are the electrons with W‖ <W⊥.

We now use our simulation results to determine the time interval ∆t required for

the ions at a given axial location to reach the axis of the channel. For a given axial position

x = x∗, we define ∆t as ∆t = t2− t1, where t2 is the time instant when the innermost

ions reach the central axis at x= x∗ and t1 is the time instant when the laser intensity at

x = x∗ reaches 10% of the peak intensity of the laser pulse in the absence of the target.

The condition used to define t1 is equivalent to a condition that |Ey| exceeds 0.32E0. We

find that the ion travel time ∆t≈ 38 fs for x∗ = 10 µm and it is relatively insensitive to

the value of x∗. By comparing this result with our estimate for ∆t given by Eq. (4.11), we

find that the free parameter ξ for our laser pulse is ξ ≈ 1.4.

Figure 4.5e shows the ion travel time as a function of the normalized laser amplitude

a0. The triangles are the results of 2D PIC simulations for five different laser amplitudes.

There is a good agreement between the scaling given by Eq. (4.13) and our numerical

results. An important conclusion is that only first 50 fs of an ultra-high intensity laser

pulse with a0 > 100 can accelerate electrons in a regime where the role of the longitudinal

electric field is dominant and W‖ >W⊥.

Even at the highest considered laser amplitude of a0 = 190 the innermost ions can

still be treated as non-relativistic in the considered setup. Their maximum velocity at

a0 = 190 reaches vi = 0.35c, which corresponds to γi = (1−v2
i /c

2)−1/2 ≈ 1.07. The circles in

Fig. 4.5e show the maximum velocity of the innermost ions for five different laser amplitudes.

These values are obtained from the already mentioned 2D PIC simulations.

The results of this section indicate that there are two distinct populations of
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Figure 4.6: Snapshots of instantaneous fields and an early bunch in a channel with
immobile, µ=∞, (top row) and mobile, µ= 2, (bottom row) ions in the acceleration
region. The electron energies in the bunch are color-coded. The small gray markers
show all energetic electrons with εe > 2 MeV.

accelerated electrons: those that accelerate ahead of the expanding ion front and those

that accelerate in the presence of the ions in the channel. The ions reduce the role of the

longitudinal laser electric field, making the transverse electric field the dominant contributor

to the electron energy (W‖�W⊥).

4.5 Individual electron bunch dynamics subject to ion

impact and the transverse force balance

The results of Sec. 4.4 indicate that the energy transfer from the transverse electric

field to energetic electrons dominates after the ions fill up the channel. However, the

amplitude of the transverse laser electric field increases by less than 20% in the case of

mobile ions (see Figs. 4.4c and 4.4f) and there is no significant decrease in the longitudinal

laser electric field. These observations suggest that the dramatic change in the work

performed by the laser fields on the accelerated electrons is caused by changes in the

electron velocity rather than by changes in the field structure. In what follows, we examine
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of time-averaged fields and an early bunch in a channel with
immobile, µ=∞, (top row) and mobile, µ= 2, (bottom row) ions in the acceleration
region. The electron energies in the bunch are color-coded. The small gray markers
show all energetic electrons with εe > 2 MeV.

the time evolution of two electron bunches to understand how the ions dynamics changes

the mechanism of electron acceleration.

The two electron bunches that we track are shown in blue in Fig. 4.5d. The right

bunch moves ahead of the expanding ion front, so we will refer to it as an early bunch. The

left bunch moves through the channel filled with ions, so we will refer to it as a late bunch.

The electrons are grouped in bunches because they can only be periodically injected by

the transverse laser electric field during a specific part of each laser cycle. The simulations

discussed in Sec. 4.4 were set up such that the ion mobility only impacts the electron

acceleration. Electron injection remains unaffected by changes in the ion mass-to-charge

ratio in the acceleration region. We can therefore pick out and track the same two bunches

in a simulation with immobile ions (µ=∞). This allows us to clearly identify the feedback

that the expanding ions have on the dynamics of accelerated electrons.

Figure 4.6 shows the time evolution of the early bunch. The bottom row is for

the case with µ = 2 in the acceleration region, whereas the top row is for the immobile

case (µ =∞). The electron energies as well as the location and structure of the bunch
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Figure 4.8: Snapshots of instantaneous fields and a late bunch in a channel with
immobile, µ=∞, (top row) and mobile, µ= 2, (bottom row) ions in the acceleration
region. The electron energies in the bunch are color-coded. The small gray markers
show all energetic electrons with εe > 2 MeV.

are essentially the same in both cases. This agrees well with our expectation that the ion

mobility should not influence the early bunch.

The electrons in this bunch are moving predominately in the forward direction.

Indeed, the transverse spread over ∆y ≈ 2R≈ 5.4 µm occurs as the bunch travels roughly

∆x≈ 60 µm in the forward direction. The electrons are highly relativistic, so we can estimate

the characteristic transverse velocity as v⊥ ≈ c∆y/∆x≈ 0.09c, whereas the longitudinal

velocity v‖ is very close to the speed of light c. Since v⊥ � v‖, the work done by the

transverse laser electric field is strongly suppressed for the early bunch [see Eq. (4.16)].

It is worth pointing out that the transverse spread decreases as electron energy increases

which means that the contribution from E⊥ is even smaller for higher energy electrons.

The predominantly longitudinal motion of the early bunch is sustained because the

transverse forces induced by transverse electric and magnetic fields almost compensate

each other. The transverse force acting on an ultra-relativistic forward moving electron,

vx→ c, is

Fy =−|e|
(
Ey−

vx
c
Bz

)
≈−|e|EE0, (4.18)
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Figure 4.9: Snapshots of time-averaged fields and a late bunch in a channel with
immobile, µ=∞, (top row) and mobile, µ= 2, (bottom row) ions in the acceleration
region. The electron energies in the bunch are color-coded. The small gray markers
show all energetic electrons with εe > 2 MeV.

where

E ≡ (Ey−Bz)/E0. (4.19)

We explicitly assume that the x-component of the magnetic field is negligible in our

simulations, which is indeed the case for the laser field and for the field generated by the

plasma. The magnitude of E then quantifies how well the transverse forces compensate

each other, with E of the order of unity corresponding to a lack of compensation. The

spatial profile of E is shown in Fig. 4.6 with the purple-green color-scheme. These plots

confirm that there is indeed a significant compensation inside the channel, with E � 0.1.

In order for E to be small inside the channel, the condition Ey ≈ Bz must be

satisfied for both (1) the oscillating fields and (2) the quasi-static fields. This distinction

is important because the oscillating fields are dominated by the fields of the laser pulse

whereas the quasi-static fields are generated by the plasma. For a plane wave Ey = Bz

exactly, but in our case the field structure is similar to that of a TM-mode in a wave-guide.
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For a TM-mode, we have |Ey|< |Bz| [123], so that

|Ey−Bz|/E0 ∝ λ2/(2R)2. (4.20)

A significant compensation can then still take place for the fields of the laser pulse, provided

that the channel width exceeds the laser wavelength.

Even though the amplitude of the oscillating fields can be much greater than the

amplitude of the quasi-static fields, their contribution to E is greatly diminished because

of the discussed compensation and that is why the role of the quasi-static fields becomes

important. In order to determine the quasi-static fields, the values of Ey and Bz in our

simulations are time-averaged over four laser periods. The resulting quantities are denoted

with an over-line, e.g. Ey and Bz. In our previous publication, we presented a detailed

analysis of the quasi-static fields generated by the accelerated electrons in the regime where

the ion expansion is negligible [82]. The electrons generate both electric and magnetic

fields. The amplitude of the magnetic field becomes comparable to the amplitude of the

electric field for forward-moving ultra-relativistic electrons, such that |Ey−Bz| � |Ey|.

This compensation is the very reason why the electrons can move almost directly forward

while being effectively accelerated by the longitudinal electric field of the laser pulse [82].

Figure 4.7 shows that the same compensation takes place for the early bunch, because the

ion motion is insignificant at this stage.

We now turn our attention to the time evolution of the late bunch. The bottom

row in Fig. 4.8 shows snapshots of the late bunch in a channel with mobile ions (µ= 2) in

the acceleration region. The top row in Fig. 4.8 shows the same bunch moving through a

channel with immobile ions (µ=∞). The presence of the ions in the channel dramatically

changes the dynamics of the bunch (Figs. 4.8e and 4.8f) compared to the case with immobile

ions (Figs. 4.8b and 4.8c). The electrons in the bunch gain less energy and they also have
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a much higher transverse velocity.

The changes in the dynamics of the bunch are caused by an increase in the transverse

force which is apparent in plots E in Figs. 4.8e and 4.8f. The force causes the electrons to

move towards the central axis of the channel, resulting in an increase in their transverse

velocity. This change increases the work done by the transverse electric field E⊥ while also

reducing the contribution by E‖.

The reduction in W‖ can be understood by considering the change in the longitudinal

velocity v‖. The electrons are highly relativistic, so their total velocity still remains close

to the speed of light as they accelerate towards the axis. This means that the increase in

v⊥ comes at the expense of v‖. As v‖ drops, so does the work performed by E‖. Moreover,

the drop in v‖ increases the relative velocity between the electrons and the wave-fronts.

The amount of time the electrons can spend in the favorable phase will decrease which in

turn limits the energy they can gain from E‖.

Figure 4.10: Comparison of time-averaged electric (a and b) and magnetic (c and d)
fields for channels with immobile ions, µ=∞, (right) and mobile ions, µ= 2, (left) in
the accelerating region.
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Our last step is to determine the cause of the uncompensated force acting on the

late bunch. Figure 4.8 shows the profile of E , which represents the instantaneous transverse

force on a forward-moving electron. The apparent lack of compensation between Ey and

Bz may be caused by either the oscillating or quasi-static fields. Figure 4.8 shows the

profile of E , which is the value of E averaged over four laser periods at a fixed location.

The amplitude of E is very similar to the amplitude of E at t = 50 fs and t = 100 fs

[bottom rows in Figs. 4.9 and 4.8]. We can therefore conclude that the force causing the

transverse motion of the late electron bunch towards the central axis is a manifestation of

uncompensated quasi-static electric and magnetic fields generated by electrons and ions.

The profiles of quasi-static electric and magnetic fields at t= 110 fs are shown in

Fig. 4.10. As already discussed, the electric and magnetic fields in the immobile case (µ=∞)

are nearly identical (see Figs. 4.10b and 4.10d). These fields are generated exclusively by

the electrons moving through the channel. In the case of µ= 2, the ion expansion provides

a compensating positive charge inside the channel and leads to a significant reduction

of the transverse quasi-static electric field in Fig. 4.10a as compared to Fig. 4.10b. The

expansion takes time to manifest itself, which explains why the electric field remains strong

for x > 40 µm in this snapshot.

The quasi-static magnetic field is generated by the electron current so it is not directly

impacted by the ion motion. However, the ions do have an impact on the spatial profile of

the magnetic field. The reduction of the electric field leads to an uncompensated transverse

force that causes the electrons carrying the current to spread across the channel rather

than remain concentrated near the channel walls. As a result, the magnetic field becomes

volumetrically distributed when the ion expansion is significant, as seen in Fig. 4.10c.

The results presented in this section conclusively demonstrate that the ion expansion

reduces the quasi-static transverse electric field in the channel. This leads to an uncom-

pensated transverse force directed towards the central axis of the channel. The resulting
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transverse oscillations of the electrons increase the work done by E⊥ while simultaneously

reducing the work done by E‖ because of the decrease in longitudinal electron velocity.

4.6 Assessment of the impact from a laser pre-pulse

Figure 4.11: Impact of the pre-pulse duration on ion pre-expansion and electron
acceleration in the main pulse. (a) Temporal profiles of laser intensity for two different
pre-pulse durations. (b) and (c) Snapshots of the ion density at the start of the
intensity ramp-up associated with the main pulse (t≈−64 fs). (d) and (e) Snapshot of
accelerated electrons at t= 171 fs. Panels (b) and (d) correspond to the shorter
pre-pulse, whereas panels (c) and (e) correspond to the longer pre-pulse.

We have so far considered a laser pulse with a Gaussian time profile, which is a

deliberate simplification. Experimentally used laser pulses often contain a pre-pulse. In

the context of the considered setup, a pre-pulse can have a profound impact on electron

acceleration by inducing ion expansion prior to the arrival of the main laser pulse. In what

follows, we show how to assess the role of a given pre-pulse using the already obtained

results.

In order to determine how a pre-pulse impacts the ion density profile in the channel,

we treat the pre-pulse as a separate laser pulse that temporally overlaps with the main pulse.

Two examples of laser pulses containing a pre-pulse are shown in Fig. 4.11a. At t >−64 fs,
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the laser intensity has a Gaussian profile, so, for convenience, we refer to t≈−64 fs as the

“beginning” of the main pulse. It is evident from Fig. 4.11a that the prepulse in both cases

can indeed be viewed as a standalone laser pulse with its own intensity and duration that

precedes the main pulse.

We next apply the approach developed in Sec. 4.2 to re-examine the already

considered laser-channel configuration with an additional pre-pulse. We consider two

sub-ps prepulses shown in Fig. 4.11a that differ in duration. The pre-pulse intensity is

four orders of magnitude lower than the peak intensity of the main pulse, so we have

I = 5.0×1018 W/cm2 or, equivalently, a0 ≈ 2 in both pre-pulses. It follows from Eq. (4.11)

that the estimated ion travel time at this pre-pulse amplitude is approximately 340 fs. Our

model thus predicts that the impact of the shorter pre-pulse should be negligible, whereas

we should expect for the longer pre-pulse to cause significant ion expansion prior to the

beginning of the main pulse.

To check the predictions of our model, we carried out PIC simulations for the two

laser pulses shown in Fig. 4.11a. The snapshots of the ion density at the beginning of the

main pulse (t ≈ −64 fs) are shown in Figs. 4.11b and 4.11c. They quantify the impact

of the pre-pulse in both cases. In agreement with our estimates, the ions fill the channel

only in the case of the longer pre-pulse. The impact of the ion pre-expansion on electron

acceleration in the main pulse is illustrated in Figs. 4.11d and 4.11e. In the case of a shorter

pre-pulse, there are two distinct groups of electrons. The leading group is accelerated

primarily by the longitudinal electric field, as in the simulation without the pre-pulse. In

the case of a longer pre-pulse, the longitudinally accelerated group almost disappears. This

is a signature of a channel filled with ions, which indicates that there are enough ions in

the channel to impact the acceleration of even the very first bunch produced by the main

laser pulse.

These results show that our approach can be extended to evaluate the impact of a
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known pre-pulse by treating it as a separate laser pulse, which demonstrates the predictive

capability of the criterion provided in Eq. (4.11). Typically, pre-pulse simulations are

time-consuming, so the derived criterion can be used to determine whether one needs to

include the pre-pulse into the PIC simulation or not.

4.7 Influence of ion mobility on x-ray and gamma-ray

emission

Figure 4.12: Snapshots of the time-integrated gamma-ray emission at t= 270 fs for
photons with energies above 10 MeV. Panels (a) and (b) are the profiles of the emitted
energy in channels with immobile (µ=∞) and mobile (µ= 2) ions. Panel (c) is the
fraction of the total energy emitted between the central axis and the transverse location
specified by y [see Eq. (4.26)].

Our attention in Sections 4.3 - 4.5 was focused on the impact of the ion dynamics on

laser-driven electron acceleration and generation of energetic electrons in the GeV energy

range. These high-energy electrons have the potential to emit energetic x-ray photons

and even gamma-rays when undergoing acceleration. In this section, we analyze how the

photon emission changes as a result of the ion expansion.

An electron accelerated by electric and magnetic fields emits electromagnetic ra-

diation. The emitted power, P , of the corresponding synchrotron emission is determined
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by the electron acceleration in an instantaneous rest frame. This acceleration is often

quantified using a dimensionless parameter [25, 28,69] (the same equation as Eq. (1.1))

η ≡ γ

Es

√√√√(E + 1
c

[v×B]
)2
− 1
c2

(E ·v)2, (4.21)

where γ and v are the relativistic factor and velocity of the electron and ES ≈ 1.3×1018

V/m is the Schwinger limit. The radiated power scales as P ∝ η2. If η� 1, then the

emission can be treated as a continuous process [92]. In the regimes considered in this

work, this condition is not satisfied and the emission process has to be treated as emission

of individual photons [28]. We simulate the photon emission using the module implemented

in the particle-in-cell code EPOCH [15].

It is instructive to examine the parameter η for an ultra-relativistic forward moving

electron with vx ≈ c and vy = 0. The expression given by Eq. (4.21) reduces to

η ≈ γE0
Es

(E + 1
2γ2

Bz
E0

)2
+ 1
γ2
E2
x

E2
0

1/2

, (4.22)

where we explicitly took into account that the magnetic field only has the Bz component,

while the electric field has Ex and Ey components. The second and third terms are strongly

suppressed because of the 1/γ2 multipliers. If we neglect them, we find that

η ≈ γ|E |E0/Es. (4.23)

Therefore, η and the resulting emitted power are determined in this case exclusively by the

combination of the fields that we defined as E in Eq. (4.19).

Even though the derived expression is approximate, it enables us to draw preliminary

conclusions based on the numerical results for E obtained earlier. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the

ion expansion significantly enhances the amplitude of E inside the channel when compared
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to the immobile case (µ=∞). This should enhance the emission by the electron bunches

inside the channel for µ = 2. In the immobile case (µ =∞), |E | peaks at the wall as a

result of an uncompensated electric field that deflects energetic electrons back into the

channel once they reach the wall [82]. We should therefore expect that the emission in a

channel with immobile ions should be primarily concentrated at the walls.

These qualitative conclusions are in good agreement with the calculated emission

patterns shown in Fig. 4.12. Figure 4.12a corresponds to an immobile case, whereas

Figure 4.12b corresponds to a mobile case with µ = 2. The color represents the time-

integrated energy emitted in each of the grid cells. Specifically, the plotted quantity is

obtained by time integrating the energy that is emitted in a given cell centered at (x,y) for

t < 270 fs:

w(x,y) =
∑
εγ>εc

εγNγ(x,y), (4.24)

where εγ is the photon energy, Nγ(x,y) is the number of photons emitted with this energy,

and εc = 10 MeV is the cutoff photon energy. The electrons continue to emit at t > 270 fs,

but our conclusions remain unaffected.

Figure 4.12c shows how the energy emission is distributed across the channel. We

calculate this quantity by time integrating the energy that is emitted at a given transverse

position y for t < 270 fs:

ε(y) =
∫ +∞

−∞
w(x,y)dx, (4.25)

where w(x,y) is defined by Eq. (4.24). The quantity S(y) that is plotted in Fig. 4.12c

shows what fraction of the total emitted energy is emitted between the central axis and

the transverse location specified by y:

S(y)≡
∫ y

0
ε(y′)dy′

/∫ ∞
0

ε(y′)dy′. (4.26)
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In the mobile case, about 85% of the energy is emitted inside the channel at |y|< 2 µm. In

contrast to that, only 10% of the energy is emitted at |y|< 2 µm if the ions are immobile.

The ion expansion not only changes the emission from being concentrated at the

walls to being volumetrically distributed, but it also reduces the total emitted energy. We

find that for the plotted snapshots the energy emitted by the photons with εγ > 10 MeV is

almost ten times lower in the mobile case. In the case of εγ > 100 keV, the energy emitted

in the mobile case is approximately three times lower than that in the immobile case. There

are two factors contributing to these results. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the electron energies in

the mobile case tend to decrease in the considered regime. Then, even though |E | is a lot

higher in the mobile case inside the channel, it is still lower than the peak of |E | at the

wall in the immobile case.

Our results then indicate that the ion expansion has a profound impact on the gamma-

ray emission in laser-irradiated hollow channels. The emission becomes volumetrically

distributed, while the total emitted energy is reduced.

4.8 Pair production in hollow channels and its power

scaling

As discussed in Chapter 3, colliding gamma-ray photons with blackbody fields or

other gamma-ray photons generate e+e− pairs. Though subject to ion influence, laser

irradiated hollow targets produce considerable amount of gamma-ray photons. It is

then reasonable to compare the pair yield in two different target regimes. In order to

make a meaningful comparison, we have repeated the power scan in Chapter 3 using an

empty channel. In our 3D PIC simulations, we set nch = 0 and lengthen the channel

to accommodate the prolonged laser propagation in empty channels. More importantly,

ions are set mobile with µ= 2. Specifically, we set Lch = 120 µm for 1, 2 and 4 PW and
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Figure 4.13: (a) a typical photon angular distribution (photon count per solid angle)
in hollow channels, where the polar angles 10◦ and 30◦ are shown for reference. The
photon energy threshold is εγ > 1 MeV. (b) The number of gamma-ray photons (εγ >
1.0 MeV) emitted into a 10◦ lobe and the corresponding conversion efficiency in a power
scan for hollow channels. Note that ions are set mobile with µ= 2.

Lch = 200 µm for 6 and 10 PW. At 1 - 6 PW, the laser pulse contains less than 10% of its

initial energy when it approaches the end of the extended tube. At 10 PW, this number is

30%. All other simulation parameters are the same as in Table 3.1.

Fig. 4.13(b) shows the number of γ-ray photons emitted into a 10◦ lobe and its

corresponding conversion efficiency. Note that for empty channels the 10◦ cone surrounds

the emission peak whereas the emission pattern does not always have a two-lobe structure

(see the distribution shown in Fig. 4.13(a)). We use the emitted photons to calculate

the pair yield via the two approaches discussed in Chapter 3. The results are shown in

Figs. 4.14. It is evident that the prefilled channel outperforms the empty-channel in both

photon production and pair yield. Taking P = 4 PW as an example, we find that only

0.25% of the laser energy is converted into MeV-level photons (0.3% into photons above 10

keV) within a 10◦ lobe. Colliding two such γ-ray beams, it produces 3150 BW pairs, which

is four times lower than the yield for the pre-filled channels. Colliding one such γ-ray beam

with the 400 eV blackbody radiation, it produces 2920 BW pairs, which is 41 times smaller

than the yield for the pre-filled channel target.
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Figure 4.14: Pair yield in hollow channels via the two pair-generation schemes
discussed in Chapter 3 and its power scaling (black lines) . (a) Collision of γ-ray beams
generated by 4 PW lasers. (b) Collision of one γ-ray beam with blackbody fields. The
results of prefilled channels (red lines) in Chapter 3 are added to make a comparison.
The gamma-ray beams used are the photons emitted into a 10◦ cone surrounding the
emission peak. The blackbody temperature considered is 400 eV.

4.9 Summary and Discussion

In this work, we have examined the impact that the ion dynamics has on laser-driven

electron acceleration in an initially empty channel. The negative charge of the accelerated

electrons inside the channel generates a quasi-static transverse electric field that causes

gradual ion expansion into the channel. There are two distinct populations of accelerated

electrons: those that accelerate ahead of the expanding ion front and those that accelerate

in the presence of the ions in the channel. The ions significantly reduce the quasi-static

transverse electric field, so that there is an uncompensated transverse force from the

quasi-static magnetic field that pulls electrons towards the central axis of the channel.

The resulting transverse oscillations of the electrons increase the work done by E⊥ while

simultaneously reducing the work done by E‖. We also found that the ion expansion has

a profound impact on the gamma-ray emission in laser-irradiated hollow channels. The

emission becomes volumetrically distributed, while the total emitted energy is reduced.

One of the main results of this work is the criterion provided by Eq. (4.11) that
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specifies the time interval ∆t needed for the ion expansion to manifest itself after the

start of the interaction with the laser pulse at a given location. It should be viewed as an

indicator for the laser pulse duration ∆τ . Since ∆t scales as 1/√a0, it imposes a stringent

requirement on the duration of laser pulses with a0 > 100. If ∆τ >∆t, then most of the

accelerated electrons perform strong transverse oscillations and only the front part of the

laser pulse is able to produce highly collimated electrons.

In this work, we treat the normalized mass-to-charge ratio µ as an input parameter

in order to systematically investigate its impact. However, µ must be determined by

including ionization processes in the simulations to provide quantitative predictions. The

normalized mass-to-charge ratio µ decreases with the increase of a0 due to field ionization

and the change in µ can be significant for a0 > 100. For example, we have performed

a simulation with a gold channel where the ionization process was included. The field

ionization at a0 ≈ 190 has resulted in a relatively low mass-to-charge ratio of µ≈ 2.9. The

main implication of this result is that simulations with a prescribed value of µ� 2 would

severely underestimate the impact of the ions at ultra-high laser amplitudes (a0 > 100)

even for laser pulses that are only tens of femtoseconds long.

The ion dynamics with an appropriate value of µ is particularly important when

calculating the gamma-ray yield and the efficiency of the energy conversion into multi-MeV

ions. The emission takes place in a very thin layer near the wall of the channel only if

the ions are very heavy. The ion expansion changes this patterns and reduces the energy

conversion efficiency. Therefore, simulations with µ ≈ 2 are likely to provide a realistic

assessment of the photon emission at a0 > 100 if the inclusion of ionization processes is not

feasible.

The criterion provided by Eq. (4.11) can be applied to evaluate the impact of a

given pre-pulse on ion expansion without performing additional PIC simulations. The ion

expansion during the pre-pulse is important because it can alter the field configuration
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in the channel such that even the dynamics of the very first electron bunch produced by

the main pulse is affected. The resulting transverse oscillations of electrons across the

channel tend to smear out the localized bunches, which can have far-reaching consequences.

For example, the existence of these bunches is necessary for generation of attosecond

flashes [124]. We can thus conclude that the criterion (4.11) can also provide a useful

guideline for this application.

It is important to stress that the ion dynamics changes the electron acceleration

mechanism at a0� 1 from being dominated by E‖ to being dominated by E⊥. In our

simulations, this led to a decrease in the maximum ion energy. However, the transverse

electron oscillations enable a new energy enhancement mechanism that is linked to electron

deflections by the quasi-static magnetic field [36]. Optimization of this mechanism in the

context of initially empty channels should allow one to mitigate the negative impact of the

ion expansion on the electron energy gain.

In addition, we have examined the pair yield by γ-rays generated in empty channels.

It has been reported that empty channels produce highly collimated γ-ray beams with just

a single lobe aligned with the direction of the laser propagation [79]. However, this emission

pattern is achieved by artificially treating the ions as immobile, so that energetic electrons

surf longitudinally along the channel without transverse oscillations. In simulations using

the correct charge-to-mass ratio of ions, the ion motion disrupts electron acceleration and

degrades the collimation of the emission pattern. In contrast to that, prefilled structured

targets offer a robust setup for efficient generation of γ-ray beams. The resulting beams

produce significantly more pairs, which indicates that the pre-filled channels are superior

candidates for the experiments aimed at the two-photon pair production with the considered

laser parameters, i.e. multi-PW with an intensity around 5×1022 W/cm2 and a duration

more than 30 fs.
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Chapter 5

Structured targets for detection of

Megatesla-level magnetic fields

through Faraday rotation of XFEL

beams

A solid density target irradiated by a high-intensity laser pulse can become rela-

tivistically transparent, which then allows it to sustain an extremely strong laser-driven

longitudinal electron current. The current generates a filament with a slowly-varying

MT-level azimuthal magnetic field that has been shown to prompt efficient emission of

multi-MeV photons in the form of a collimated beam required for multiple applications.

This work examines the feasibility of using an x-ray beam from the European XFEL for

the detection of the magnetic field via the Faraday rotation (see the detection schematics

in Fig. 5.1). Post-processed 3D particle-in-cell simulations show that, even though the rela-

tivistic transparency dramatically reduces the rotation in a uniform target, the detrimental

effect can be successfully reversed by employing a structured target containing a channel to
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achieve a rotation angle of 10−4 rad. The channel must be relativistically transparent with

an electron density that is lower than the near-solid density in the bulk. The detection

setup has been optimized by varying the channel radius and the focusing of the laser pulse

driving the magnetic field. We predict that the Faraday rotation can produce 103 photons

with polarization orthogonal to the polarization of the incoming 100 fs long probe beam

with 5×1012 x-ray photons. Based on the calculated rotation angle, the polarization purity

must be much better than 10−8 in order to detect the signal above the noise level.

5.1 Introductory remarks

Figure 5.1: Schematics of detection of magnetic fields through Faraday rotation of
XFEL beams. An XFEL beam becomes linearly polarized after entering a polarizer.
After passing through the targets with Megatesla-level magnetic fields, the rotated
x-ray photons are selected through an analyzer and are finally collected by CCD.

Photon beams with energies in the multi-MeV energy range can have multiple

biomedical [125,126] and national security [127,128] applications and they can also open

up new areas of fundamental research that heavily rely on photon collisions [67]. Motivated

by these prospects, a significant effort has been directed towards identifying and exploring
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physics regimes that would enable efficient generation of gamma-rays [56,129–131]. Some of

the novel and efficient schemes rely on ultra-intense laser pulses that are expected to become

available at the next generation of laser facilities that are currently under construction,

such as the Extreme Light Infrastructure [132].

One recently proposed regime that might be accessed at the already existing laser

facilities involves extreme Megatesla-level magnetic fields that are volumetrically driven in

an solid target irradiated by an intense laser pulse [31, 32]. Deflections of laser-accelerated

electrons in such a strong field lead to emissions of energetic photons and result in an

unprecedented efficiency. Three dimensional (3D) kinetic simulations predict that more

than 3% of the incoming laser energy can be converted into multi-MeV photons at laser

intensities not exceeding 5×1022 W/cm2.

The ultra-high laser intensity is the key to achieving this regime, since a strong

electric field is required to make a significantly over-critical and otherwise opaque plasma

relativistically transparent. Electron motion becomes ultra-relativistic in the strong laser

field, so the electrons become effectively heavier and an opaque plasma becomes transparent

to the laser pulse. The onset of relativistic transparency enables laser propagation through

an over-critical plasma at solid densities and makes it possible to drive strong, but relatively

slow-varying, azimuthal magnetic fields.

Successful detection of magnetic fields is the key to experimental validation of

those regimes that critically depend on the presence of extreme magnetic fields in the

laser-irradiated plasma, such as the regime of efficient gamma-ray generation. However, the

combination of the unprecedented magnetic field strength and high plasma density rules

out conventional optical and charged particle probing techniques as methods of measuring

the magnetic fields of interest.

The goal of this work is to examine the feasibility of using an x-ray free electron laser

(XFEL) [45,46,133–135] as a magnetic field detection tool in the regimes of laser-plasma
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interaction similar to the one described above. In order to be quantitative, we perform

our 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations and the subsequent post-processing analysis for

the parameters that are projected for the high energy density (HED) station [136] at

the European XFEL [134]. We find that the polarization rotation of the x-ray beam is

dramatically reduced in our regime of interest compared to what was predicted for a regime

where the laser-plasma interaction is restricted to the surface of the target [137]. The

cause of the reduction is the relativistically induced transparency that enables propagation

of the laser pulse and its volumetric interaction with the plasma. We demonstrate that

the detrimental effect of the relativistic transparency on the polarization rotation can be

successfully mitigated by employing a structured target. The target structure leads to

an electron density increase in the region with a strong magnetic field that is located at

the periphery of the laser beam, while simultaneously reducing the characteristic electron

relativistic γ-factor. We have further optimized this setup by varying the focal parameter

of the laser pulse and the radius of the channel while keeping the laser pulse duration and

its energy fixed. Our main conclusion is that an optimal setup can produce detectable

polarization rotation of the probing x-ray beam even in the presence of the relativistic

transparency. Therefore, XFEL beams present a viable option for detecting extreme laser

driven magnetic fields (hundreds of kT in strength) that are embedded in a dense optically

opaque plasma and driven by a 300 TW level laser.

5.2 Assessment of the established magnetic field de-

tection techniques

Successful detection of magnetic fields is the key to experimental validation of those

regimes that critically depend on the presence of such fields inside a plasma. Our regime

of interest has two distinct features. The magnetic field is at least an order of magnitude
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stronger than the fields that have been previously detected. In addition to that, the

magnetic field is embedded in a plasma whose density is almost two orders of magnitude

higher than the critical density for an optical laser, which means that this plasma is opaque.

In what follows, we assess the feasibility of using common detection techniques for this

specific regime and show that a different approach is required.

There are two approaches that have been successfully applied in the past to detect

transient magnetic fields generated during laser-plasma interactions. One approach is to

utilize the deflection of charged particles (protons [138,139] or electrons [140]) caused by

the fields. The other approach is to utilize a magneto-optical phenomenon known as the

Faraday effect [141–144]. This effect manifests itself as a rotation of the polarization plane

in the transmitted light, with the rotation proportional to the strength of the magnetic

field. Out of these two approaches, only the one that involves energetic particles can be

applied to detect the magnetic field in our regime. The optical probing is automatically

ruled out since the field is surrounded by an optically opaque material.

Probing plasma electric and magnetic fields using laser-driven proton beams is one

of the more mature and, as a result, frequently used techniques. Laser-accelerated proton

beams have unique properties, such as the ps-scale duration and high laminarity, that make

them ideal for measurements that require simultaneous temporal (ps scale) and spatial

(tens of micrometers) resolution. As MeV-level protons penetrate an overcritical plasma,

they are deflected by electric and magnetic fields while their trajectories remain relatively

unaffected by binary collisions. The plasma field topology is then reconstructed from the

resulting proton deflection image [145]. A key advantage of using protons is that they

enable probing of optically opaque (overcritical) plasmas. This technique has been applied

to probe magnetic fields that develop in subcritical (optically transparent) plasmas. It has

been used to complement optical Faraday rotation measurements, which enabled successful

detection of magnetic fields with a strength in the kT range [138,139].
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The key parameters in our regime of interest differ in two significant ways from those

encountered in experiments where the proton probing was used successfully: the strength

of the magnetic field is significantly higher, while the transverse size of the volume occupied

by the magnetic field is much smaller. Detecting a MT-level magnetic field would require

protons with energies in the range of 100 MeV, since this magnetic field is almost two

orders of magnitude stronger than what is being currently detected. Laminar laser-driven

proton beams with these energies are not yet available. The transverse size of the magnetic

field that needs to be detected is roughly 10 µm [31,32]. It is comparable to the virtual

source size of the available proton beams. Therefore, the detection technique involving

such beams lacks the required resolution.

High energy relativistic electrons might be an attractive option for probing the

regime of interest due to their extended propagation length in solid density plasmas, but the

energies required to probe MT-level magnetic fields appear to be beyond the capabilities of

what is typically achievable using laser-plasma accelerators. We arrive to this conclusion

based on the fact that, according to our kinetic simulations [31,32], the laser-driven magnetic

field that we intend to measure easily confines electrons with energies approaching 1 GeV.

Therefore, electron beams with energies much higher than 1 GeV would be needed to image

the magnetic field structure.

Evidently, none of the available techniques are well-suited for detecting MT-level

magnetic fields in solid-density plasmas. It is therefore paramount to investigate and

develop alternative options and such an investigation is the objective of this chapter.
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5.3 Preliminary assessment of x-ray Faraday rotation

as a detection technique

X-ray free electron lasers, such as LCLS at SLAC [133], SACLA at Riken Harima [135],

and now the European XFEL [134], offer an intriguing alternative of using x-ray photons

to detect strong magnetic fields inside a dense plasma. For example, an x-ray beam of

6 keV photons can easily penetrate a plasma whose electron density is 100 times higher

than the critical density for an optical laser pulse with a 1 µm wavelength. Conceptu-

ally, this approach would be similar to that used for optical probing of magnetic fields

in plasmas [141–144]. The polarization plane of a linearly polarized x-ray beam would

rotate as it passes through a dense plasma with a magnetic field. The rotation angle

scales as ∆φ∝B‖ne∆l, where ne is the electron density, ∆l is the thickness of the plasma

that contains the magnetic field, and B‖ is the strength of the magnetic field component

directed along the path traveled by the beam. The rotation angle would thus contain the

information about the strength of the magnetic field that one can then try to recover.

The ability of an x-ray beam to easily probe a magnetic field inside a very dense

plasma is a direct consequence of its frequency ω∗ being much higher than the frequency

ω of an optical laser beam. The increased transparency however comes at a cost. The

rotation angle scales as ∆φ∝ 1/ω2
∗, so the rotation angle drops as the frequency increases.

Clearly, the key issue for this approach is the strength of the detectable signal. It has to be

evaluated for a specific experimental setup to determine the feasibility of the approach.

One such study has been recently performed to assess the detection of kT-level

magnetic fields [137] driven by the HiBEF [136] High Intensity optical laser at the European

XFEL. In the considered setup, numerous magnetic field filaments are driven inside a

solid density plasma by streaming hot electrons, launched into the target by the laser

pulse. The magnetic field is primarily azimuthal in these filaments whose typical transverse
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size is 0.4 µm. It was calculated that the corresponding Faraday rotation for a 6.457

keV x-ray beam of the European XFEL [134] is several hundred µrad. This rotation is

accumulated as the x-ray beam traverses multiple filaments in the plasma. The authors

of the study have deduced that the calculated Faraday rotation should be detectable via

x-ray polarimetry [146] using Si channel-cut crystals as polarizers. The x-ray signal would

have to be integrated over tens of shots in order to obtain a good signal to noise ratio.

It is worth pointing out that the polarization of the probe beam changes not only

if it propagates parallel to the magnetic field lines (Faraday rotation). The polarization

changes even if the propagation direction is normal to the field lines, which is often referred

to as the Cotton-Mouton effect. We find that for the 6.457 keV x-ray probe beam and a 0.4

MT magnetic field the strongest rotation occurs when the x-ray beam propagates parallel

to the magnetic field lines, which is the Faraday rotation (see Appendix 5.10). In the case

of a cold plasma, the Cotton-Mouton effect is smaller by a factor of ωce/ω∗ ≈ 7× 10−3,

where ωce is the electron cyclotron frequency for the considered magnetic field. This is the

reason why we focus on the Faraday rotation in the remainder of the chapter.

Figure 5.2: Generation of a strong quasi-static magnetic field in an initially uniform
target with ne = 20ncr using relativistically induced transparency. The laser pulse
penetrates the target (a) and drives an azimuthal slowly-evolving magnetic field (b).
The left panel (a) shows the instantaneous magnetic field that includes the field of the
laser and the field of the plasma, whereas the right panel (b) shows the time-averaged
magnetic field only.
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This preliminary discussion indicates that, in principle, the Faraday rotation of

x-ray beams offers a path to detecting magnetic fields in optically opaque plasmas. An

XFEL beam posses a combination of spatial and temporal resolutions needed to detect

µm-size magnetic structures that exist for less than 100 fs is required.

5.4 Preliminary assessment of the role played by the

relativistic transparency

Our regime of interest has an important feature that distinguishes it from the

regime considered in the published feasibility study [137] and described in Section 5.3.

This feature is the relativistically induced transparency that enables an ultra-intense

laser pulse to propagate through a dense plasma and drive a strong longitudinal electron

current [31, 32, 103, 147]. The magnetic field is generated and supported by this current

in a region with a very energetic bulk electron population, as opposed to being generated

in an effectively cold plasma [137]. In this Section, we examine how the presence of the

heated bulk electrons affects the Faraday rotation of an x-ray probe beam.

Figure 5.2a shows a generic setup that can be used to generate a strong magnetic

field using relativistically induced transparency. The key is to correctly choose the target

material for a given peak electric field amplitude E0 of the irradiating laser pulse. It is

convenient to use the so-called normalized laser amplitude, a0 = |e|E0/mecω, to make this

assessment. Here me and e are the electron mass and charge, while ω is the frequency of

the laser pulse. The plasma is transparent if the electron density ne satisfies the condition

ne� γavncr, where γav is the characteristic (average) relativistic factor of the bulk electron

population and ncr is the classical critical density defined as ncr ≡ ω2me/4πe2. Typically,

the γ-factor resulting from bulk electron heating by the laser can be estimated as γav ≈ a0.

Then the condition that must be satisfied by the target electron density in order for the
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target to become relativistically transparent is

ne� a0ncr = a0meω
2

4πe2 . (5.1)

It is helpful to view the increased transparency as a result of an effective mass increase,

with the electron mass “increasing” to γavme ≈ a0me due to the relativistic motion.

The fact that the plasma becomes transparent to the irradiating laser beam means

that it would also become more transparent to the probing x-ray beam. The heating is

therefore likely to significantly reduce the Faraday effect and, as a result, the polarization

rotation compared to the case where the plasma electrons are assumed to be cold. In order

to provide a preliminary assessment of this effect, we consider a simple case of a uniform

plasma with cold electrons. The magnetic field B‖ is also uniform and it is probed by a

linearly polarized x-ray beam propagating along the magnetic field lines. In this case, the

polarization rotates by

∆φcold = 1
2
ne
n∗

|e|B‖
mec

∆l
c
, (5.2)

where ∆l is the distance traveled by the probe beam and

n∗ ≡
ω2
∗me

4πe2 (5.3)

is the critical density for the considered x-ray beam with frequency ω∗. We can now

estimate the polarization rotation in a plasma with relativistically hot electrons, ∆φhot.

We account for the relativistic motion by changing the electron mass to γavme in Eq. (5.2),

which represents the effective mass increase mentioned earlier, and find that

∆φhot ≈
1

2γ2
av

ne
n∗

|e|B‖
mec

∆l
c
≈∆φcold

/
γ2
av , (5.4)

where we also took into account that the classical critical density n∗ increases by a factor
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of γav. This estimate roughly matches the expression that has been rigorously derived

for a relativistic electron population with a Maxwell-Jüttner momentum distribution [148–

152]. Appendix 5.10 provides an exact expression for ∆φhot together with particle-in-cell

simulation results performed for a wide range of γav values.

The obtained estimate indicates that we should expect for the polarization rotation

to be dramatically reduced in our regime of interest that involves relativistic transparency.

Indeed, the rotation decreases by two orders of magnitude even for a driving laser pulse with

a0 ≈ 10, since γav ≈ a0. Some of our previous studies used an even higher laser amplitude,

with a0 > 100, to achieve a significant increase in the gamma-ray yield [31,32]. Based on

the simple estimate given by Eq. (5.4), the rotation in these regimes should drop by four

orders of magnitude.

To conclude this section, we use typical parameters observed in PIC simulations of

the relativistically transparent regime [31,32] to estimate the polarization rotation ∆φhot for

a 6.457 keV XFEL beam [137,153]. We assume that the magnetic filament that causes the

polarization rotation is 5 µm thick. The magnetic field is 400 kT and the electron density

is 20 ncr, where ncr corresponds to a driving laser pulse with a wavelength of 800 nm. The

wavelength of the x-ray beam is 0.192 nm, so that ncr/n∗ = (0.192/800)2 ≈ 5.8×10−8. It

then follows from Eq. (5.4) that ∆φhot ≈ 5.1× 10−8 rad. In contrast to that, the same

filament would rotate the polarization by ∆φcold ≈ 5.5×10−4 rad if the electrons were cold.

Our estimate for the rotation in a relativistically transparent plasma provides a useful

baseline, but it should be viewed as “the worst case scenario” because it ignores transverse

variations of γav. In the case of a relativistically transparent plasma filament embedded in

a cold over-critical plasma, the average relativistic factor γav changes dramatically across

the filament. It falls from its maximum value in the center where the laser pulse has the

strongest field to γav ≈ 1 at the periphery of the laser beam. Moreover, the azimuthal

magnetic field that increases towards the periphery of the filament, which should further
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affect the rotation angle. In the next section, we explore the impact that these variations

have on the rotation angle and show that they can be used to increase it.

Table 5.1: Parameters of 3D PIC simulations on magnetic field detection through
Faraday rotation

Laser pulse parameters:
Peak intensity 8×1022 W/cm2

Wavelength 0.8 µm
Energy injected 9.04 J
Pulse duration (FHWM of intensity) 30fs
Focal spot size (FWHM of intensity) 0.59 µm
Location of the focal plane x = 0 µm

General parameters:
Length and radius of cylindrical target 20.0 µm and 4.0 µm
Spatial resolution 50/µm×20/µm×20/µm
Number of macro-particles/cell (for each species) 10

Uniform target:
Ion species H+1

Electron and ion densities ne = nH+1 = 20ncr

Target with a cylindrical channel:
Channel radius 0.8 µm
Channel ion species H+1

Electron and ion densities in the channel ne = nH+1 = 20ncr
Bulk ion species C+6

Electron and ion densities in the bulk ne = 6nC+6 = 100ncr

5.5 Impact of relativistic transparency on x-ray Fara-

day rotation in a uniform target

Electron heating is inherently nonuniform in the regime where relativistic trans-

parency plays a central role and such a nonuniformity can significantly impact the polar-

ization rotation of the x-ray beam. In order to examine this effect, we have carried out

three-dimensional (3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations that provide detailed information
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about spatial profiles of the characteristic γ-factor, ne, and the magnetic field that we are

interested in probing with the x-ray beam. Detailed simulation parameters are given in

Table 5.1.

Figure 5.2 shows snapshots from a simulation where a high-intensity laser pulse

propagates through an initially uniform over-critical plasma with ne = 20ncr while generating

a strong azimuthal magnetic field. The peak intensity of the incoming laser pulse in the

absence of the target is 8×1022 W/cm2. We choose this value because it is an upper limit

for the high-intensity optical laser at the HiBEF HED station based on its specifications.

The laser wavelength is 800 nm, so the normalized laser amplitude is a0≈ 200. In agreement

with the condition given by Eq. (5.1), the target becomes transparent when irradiated by

this laser pulse.

In this simulation, the instantaneous magnetic field (see Fig. 5.2a) reaches a max-

imum value of 2 MT, which includes the field of the incoming and reflected pulses and

the field generated by the plasma. The maximum amplitude without the plasma would

have been B0 ≡ 2.6 MT in the focal plane located at x= 0 µm. The laser pulse drives a

magnetic field in the plasma that is evolving on a time-scale comparable to the laser pulse

duration rather than rapidly oscillating with the laser frequency. The structure of this field

is shown in Fig. 5.2b. It is calculated by time-averaging the total magnetic field over four

laser periods, with the averaging indicated by the angular brackets. The amplitude of this

slowly-evolving field is 0.15B0 or 0.4 MT, which confirms that the relativistically induced

transparency indeed enables volumetric generation of a strong azimuthal magnetic field.

Figure 5.3a shows a snapshot of 〈γav〉, where the cell-averaged γ-factor that we

denote as γav has been averaged over four preceding laser periods. In what follows, the time-

averaged values are indicated by angular brackets. The snapshot in Fig. 5.3 is indicative of

the electron heating induced by the propagating laser pulse. A comparison of the 〈γav〉

profile in Fig. 5.3a with the profile of 〈By〉 in Fig. 5.2b reveals that the characteristic
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Figure 5.3: Time-averaged relativistic γ-factor from a 3D PIC simulation for (a) an
initially uniform target and (b) a target with a pre-filled cylindrical channel. The
gray-scale shows the time-averaged electron density in the target cross-section. Here
〈γav〉 is a cell-averaged value of γ.

γ-factor changes significantly across the region with the strong azimuthal magnetic field.

In order to quantify the impact of the electron heating, we have post-processed our

simulation results in two different ways: 1) neglecting the electron heating, thus assuming

that the electrons are cold; and 2) accounting for the electron heating by adjusting the

polarization rotation using 〈γav〉. The Faraday rotation is calculated for a 6.457 keV XFEL

beam [137,153]. In all our post-processing calculations, the x-ray beam propagates along

the y-axis, as shown in Fig. 5.2a. The electric field of the incoming x-ray beam has only a

z-component. The x-ray polarization rotation is found by evaluating the following integral

along y for all values of (x,z) on our grid:

∆φ(x,z) =
∫ ymax

ymin

α(x,z,y)
2

ne(x,z,y)
n∗

|e|By(x,z,y)
mec

dy

c
, (5.5)

where n∗ is the classical critical density for the x-ray beam defined by Eq. (5.3). It is

convenient to express it in terms of the critical density ncr for the irradiating laser pulse:

n∗ ≈ 1.74×107ncr. The function α(x,y,z) represents the change of the optical properties

due to electron heating. If the electrons are non-relativistic, then α = 1. Appendix 5.10

provides a compact analytical expression for α as a function of γav that was confirmed
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using particle-in-cell simulations.

Figure 5.4: Faraday rotation of the x-ray probe beam that traverses the magnetic
field filament shown in Fig. 5.2. In panel (a), the rotation is calculated by assuming
that the electrons are cold. In panel (b), the rotation is calculated by accounting for
the electron heating to relativistic energies. The signal, i.e. the rotation angle, in panel
(b) has been multiplied by a factor of ten in order to make it visible.

Figure 5.4a shows the rotation angle calculated under the assumption that the

plasma electrons are non-relativistic, i.e. by setting α(x,y,z) = 1 in Eq. (5.5). The

maximum polarization rotation exceeds 0.1 mrad. According to the previously published

research [137], this level of rotation might in principle be experimentally detectable in a

single-shot experiment. The “hollow” spatial distribution of the signal is typical for the

azimuthal field that we are probing. The signal peaks away from z = 0 because only By

contributes to the polarization rotation in our setup and this component increases away

from z = 0.
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Figure 5.5: Snapshots from a 3D PIC simulation of a structured target with a
cylindrical channel irradiated by a high-intensity laser pulse. Initially, the electron
density in the channel is 20ncr, whereas the electron density in the bulk of the target is
100ncr. The instantaneous magnetic field is shown in (a), whereas the time-averaged
magnetic field is shown in (b). In both cases, the electron density is time-averaged.

Figure 5.4b gives the rotation calculated by taking into account the heating of the

electrons by the laser. As expected, the rotation angle is significantly reduced throughout

the domain where the regions with high 〈γav〉 (see Fig. 5.3a) suppress the polarization

rotation. The maximum rotation angle is only about 10 µrad and it is observed close to

the surface of the target. Such a low signal is beyond a single-shot detection capability. In

order to be detected, it would have to be reconstructed by integration over a large number

of shots.

Figure 5.6: Faraday rotation of the x-ray probe beam caused by a strong magnetic
field in a uniform (a) and in a structured target (b). Electron heating is taken into
account in both cases.
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5.6 Increased Faraday rotation in a structured target

Our analysis in Sec. 5.5 has confirmed the initial assessment that the magnetic

field detection is much more challenging in the presence of the relativistically induced

transparency that dramatically reduces the polarization rotation. However, the rotation

can be enhanced by employing structured targets. Our previous research has already

showed that structured targets are beneficial for gamma-ray generation [31,32]. In what

follows, we demonstrate that they can also be used to make the magnetic field detection

less challenging, as compared to the case of a uniform target.

Figure 5.7: Faraday rotation induced by a thin plasma slab in a target with (green
scale) and without (purple scale) a channel as a function of 〈γav〉, 〈ne〉, and 〈By〉.

A structured target that we use in our simulations consists of a bulk material with

electron density of 100ncr and a narrow channel with electron density of 20ncr. We assume

that the material of the bulk and the material of the channel become fully ionized prior

to the arrival of the intense laser pulse. The material of the bulk is plastic, represented

by carbon ions. The material of the channel is hydrogen. Detailed simulation parameters

are given in Table 5.1. Figure 5.5 shows a snapshot from our 3D PIC simulation with

the structured target. The channel becomes much more transparent than the bulk when

irradiated by the intense laser pulse and this is what leads to the observed guiding of the
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laser pulse.

Figure 5.6b shows the polarization rotation of the x-ray probe beam after it has

traversed the structured target. The post-processing is performed by taking into account

electron heating by the propagating laser pulse. For comparison, Fig. 5.6a shows the

polarization rotation from the simulation with a uniform target. The rotation is increased

by an order of magnitude in the case of the structured target, which clearly shows the

advantage of using such a target.

There are three factors that can potentially contribute to the increased rotation: 1)

increased magnetic field, 2) reduced characteristic electron energy, i.e. 〈γav〉, in the region

with a strong magnetic field, and 3) increased electron density in the region with a strong

magnetic field. There is no significant increase in the maximum value of 〈By〉, so the target

structure enhances the signal without significantly altering the field that we are trying

to detect. This enhancement is caused by relative changes in the spatial profiles of 〈γav〉

and 〈ne〉 with respect to 〈By〉. Indeed, there is no global reduction of 〈γav〉 (see Fig. 5.3)

and the initial electron density in the channel is equal to the initial electron density in the

uniform target.

In order to gain insight into relative changes of the field, density, and the γ-factor,

we have examined the rotation caused by a thin plasma slice. The slice is only 0.05 µm or

one cell thick in the y-direction, which eliminates integration along y. We chose the slice

located at y = 0 µm primarily because the plasma magnetic field is almost perpendicular

to this slice in the entire (x,z)-plane and thus its effect on the polarization rotation is

maximized. We found that the maximum polarization rotation is almost 50 times higher

for the structured target than for the initially uniform target.

Figure 5.7 shows the correlation between the rotation angle φ and the local values

of 〈γav〉, 〈ne〉, and 〈By〉 that cause this rotation. We only show the top 10% of φ from

the (x,z)-plane, with each marker representing a separate point of the (x,z)-grid. The
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Figure 5.8: Contours of electron density 〈ne〉/ncr (a and b) and 〈γav〉−2 (c and d)
plotted on top time-averaged magnetic field 〈By〉/B0 for a target with a channel (b and
d) and without a channel (a and c).

strongest signal in the structured target originates from a region where 〈γav〉 is roughly two

times lower than 〈γav〉 of the initially uniform target. More importantly, the corresponding

density in the structured target is significantly higher than the corresponding density in

the initially uniform target. These values even exceed the initial density in the bulk of

the structured target (100ncr), which suggests that the strong magnetic field is not fully

contained in the channel.

All of the data-points shown in Fig. 5.7 are located at the periphery of the magnetic

filament, because 〈γav〉 peaks at the center of the filament (z = 0) and decreases radially

outwards. Figure 5.8 shows contours of 〈ne〉 and 〈γav〉−2 in a small region at the periphery

of the magnetic filaments for the two types of targets. The background color is the strength

of 〈By〉. We have plotted 〈γav〉−2 rather than 〈γav〉, because this is the quantity that

determines the polarization rotation for relativistic electrons. It is evident from Fig. 5.8b

that the strong magnetic field of the structured target exists in a region that is much denser

than the channel (see Fig. 5.8a). In this region, hot electrons from the channel mix with

the cold electrons from the bulk, which causes a drop on 〈γav〉. As a result, the values
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of 〈γav〉−2 are increased (compare Figs. 5.8c and 5.8d) and the polarization rotation is

increased as well compared to the case of the initially uniform target.

We then conclude that the structured target has two important benefits that lead

to an increased polarization rotation: the bulk electrons increase the density in the region

with a strong magnetic field, while simultaneously they reduce the characteristic γ-factor.

Table 5.2: Optimal channel radius Ropt for different focal laser parameters, where the
laser spot size w0 is the FWHM for the laser intensity in the focal plane located at the
entrance into the channel and IL is the laser peak intensity in the focal plane (in the
absence of the target).

f/# f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6

IL[W/cm2] 8.0×1022 1.4×1022 8.0×1021 4.0×1021 2.0×1021 1.0×1021

w0[µm] 0.50 1.20 1.58 2.24 3.16 4.47

Ropt[µm] 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.5

5.7 Setup optimization for enhanced Faraday rota-

tion

As discussed above, we have already established that using a structured target is

advantageous for the detection of strong laser-driven magnetic fields in a relativistically

transparent plasma. In this section, we show that the setup can be further optimized by

adjusting the focusing of the laser pulse and the radius of the channel, while keeping the

laser pulse duration and energy fixed. In order to make our results experimentally relevant,

we perform our optimization analysis for a 300 TW laser pulse that delivers 10 J of energy

on target over 30 fs. These are the same laser parameters that are expected to be available

at the HED station at the European XFEL where a 300 TW class Ti:Sa laser system is

currently being installed by the HiBEF user consortium.
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Laser peak intensity is the key parameter that determines whether the irradiated

target becomes relativistically transparent or not. The intensity can be adjusted by

adjusting the size of the laser focal spot. In practice, this is usually achieved with the help

of focusing optics and without having to adjust the duration or energy of the laser pulse.

We use the same approach in our simulations to optimize the setup, where we vary the size

of the focal spot w0 to achieve six different peak laser intensities IL given in Table 5.2.

There are additional reasons for performing the optimization. The tightest possible

focusing that we have used so far in our simulations corresponds to an experimental setup

with an f-number equal to 1, so this regime is difficult to achieve experimentally because of

the associated stringent demands on the spatial phase of the laser beam. Moreover, the

corresponding focusing optics has to be placed relatively close to the target, which increases

the risk of damaging it during shots. Therefore, it would be preferable to use a setup

with a higher f-number, provided that it can deliver a signal comparable to what we have

calculated in the previous section. Furthermore, the laser defocusing can be beneficial since

the azimuthal magnetic field linearly increases with the radius of the magnetic filament for a

given longitudinal electron current density in the plasma. Results of additional simulations

with higher f-numbers corroborate this statement. As shown in Fig. 5.9a, the maximum

azimuthal magnetic field indeed remains strong as we defocus the incoming laser pulse.

Figure 5.9b shows snapshots of the x-ray polarization rotation induced by a target

irradiated in an f3 focusing setup (see Table 5.2). The radius of the channel is 1.3 µm.

Even though the peak laser intensity is only 8×1021 W/cm2, the maximum rotation is

comparable to that shown in Fig. 5.6 for the f1 setup where the peak intensity is ten times

higher. This indicates that there is indeed room for optimization. The maximum rotation

angle is an important indicator of the magnetic field strength, but it may not be the best

metric for comparing different focusing configurations because, strictly speaking, it only

represents a single cell in the (x,z)-plane.
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Figure 5.9: [a] The maximum strength of the laser-driven azimuthal magnetic field for
six different laser parameters listed in Table 5.2. [b] Three snapshots of the x-ray beam
polarization rotation in the case of the f3 laser focusing configuration (see Table 5.2).

In order to compare different focusing configurations, we compute what we call the

detectable area. This is the area in the (x,z)-plane where the polarization rotation of the

probing x-ray beam exceeds the minimum detectable angle. Based on previously published

results for the European XFEL setup [137], we choose 10 µrad to be the threshold value.

The detectable area is calculated for snapshots of the required plasma parameters that are

averaged over four laser periods. On the other hand, an x-ray photon travels four laser

wavelengths or 3.2 µm during this time interval. This distance is roughly equal to the

diameter of the considered channel and thus our approach of using a single snapshot of

time-averaged parameters is self-consistent1.

We perform the optimization of the detectable area in two steps. Our first step is

to optimize the channel radius for each laser configuration. Our second step is to compare
1This approach can still be used for much thicker channels, but only if the time-averaged values evolve

slowly on a time scale comparable to the travel time of an x-ray photon across the channel.
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the optimized detection areas for different focusing configurations. Figure 5.10a shows how

the detectable area changes in time for the f1 setup and four different target configurations.

In this case, the optimal channel radius is Ropt ≈ 0.8 µm. This is the target configuration

that was used in the simulations discussed in Section 5.6 (see Table 5.1 for more details).

Employing the same approach, we found Ropt for all of the considered laser focusing

configurations, with the results of the optimization listed in Table 5.2. The optimal channel

radius is essentially the same for f2, f3, and f4 setups. This nontrivial outcome underscores

the importance of the adopted optimization approach.
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Figure 5.10: The two-step optimization of the detectable area with a threshold
rotation angle of ∆φt = 10 µrad. (a) Optimization of the channel radius Rch for the f1
setup. The optimal radius is Ropt = 0.8 µm (see Table 5.2). (b) Optimization of the
detectable area for different focusing setups with their own optimal radius Ropt listed in
Table 5.2.

Figure 5.10b shows how the detectable area changes in time for each of the considered

laser focusing configurations with a corresponding optimal channel radius Ropt. The biggest

detectable area is achieved by using the f2 setup rather than the f1 setup that delivers the

highest on-target laser intensity. These results indicate that there is flexibility in terms

of the focusing setups. Our main conclusion is that choosing an f2 setup for the first

day experiments at the HED instrument at the European XFEL would allow us to meet
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stringent demands on the experimental setup and laser beam focusing quality without

reducing the rotation or the magnetic field strength.

5.8 Synthetic diagnostic for Faraday rotation of an

x-ray probe beam

In this section we use our already discussed 3D simulation results to calculate a

simplified diagnostic readout in order to determine how many photons we can realistically

expect in a single shot and whether multiple shots are needed.

Our calculation are guided by the experimental capabilities of the European XFEL

that can deliver 6.457 keV x-ray beams of variable duration. We consider two scenarios.

In the first scenario, the x-ray beam duration is 10 fs and the number of x-ray photons

is 5×1011. In the second scenario, the x-ray beam duration is 100 fs and the number of

x-ray photons is ten times higher. The x-ray beam cross section that we denote as Sprobe

is 20 µm by 20 µm in both cases, which yields δNprobe ≈Nprobe/Sprobe x-ray photons per

unit area of the target. We use this photon number to probe the magnetic field in our 3D

PIC simulations. The final result can be easily re-scaled if this number is different.

We have already shown that the polarization plane of the x-ray beam rotates after it

traverses the magnetic field filament. Let us assume that the original x-ray beam is linearly

polarized along the x-axis. Then the transmitted beam has a z-polarized component whose

amplitude is Ez = E0 sin(∆φ)≈ E0∆φ, where E0 is the amplitude of the incoming x-ray

beam and ∆φ is a very small polarization rotation angle. Here we neglect any x-ray

absorption. If this transversely polarized component can be separated from the transmitted

beam, then the intensity of the resulting beam would be smaller than the intensity of the

original probe beam by a factor of (∆φ)2. In practice, this can be achieved by employing

channel cut crystals [153, 154]. See Fig. 5.1 for the proposed detection setup. In order
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Figure 5.11: Predicted signal for 10 fs and 100 fs x-ray beams probing the magnetic
field filament generated using the optimized setup for the f2 laser focusing configuration
(see Table 5.2). (a) The probability for a photon to hit a single CCD camera pixel, as
defined by Eq. (5.8). The 10 fs beam probes the magnetic filament over 165 fs ≤ t≤
175 fs. (b) The number of photons per pixel, as defined by Eq. (5.7), for a 100 fs beam
probing the magnetic filament over a time interval 140 fs ≤ t≤ 240 fs.

to make our results easier to interpret, we neglect any loss of photons representing the

rotated (transversely polarized) component. In reality, this is not necessarily the case and

our results would need to be re-scaled using an appropriate multiplier representing the

photon loss for a given detection setup.

Using the described approach, we find that the number of photons per unit area in

the transversely polarized beam is

δNout = (∆φ)2 δNprobe = (∆φ)2Nprobe/Sprobe, (5.6)

where (∆φ)2 is a function of x and z. A photon detector has its own spatial resolution

that we would like to take into account in our analysis because it is likely to impact the

resolution of the detected signal. In the case of a CCD camera [137], the resolution is

dictated by the size of a pixel. We find that, for a magnification factor of 30, a pixel with

transverse dimension of 13 µm by 13 µm corresponds to an area of Spixel ≈ 0.2 µm2 in

the cross section of the target [i.e. an area in the (x,z)-plane of the simulation]. The

corresponding dimensions are 0.43 µm by 0.43 µm. We use the following expression to
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compute the number of photons per pixel using our simulation results

Nph/pixel ≡
∫
Spixel

δNoutdxdy =Nprobe

∫
Spixel

(∆φ)2 dxdy

Sprobe
. (5.7)

Anticipating that the total photon count, Nout is likely to be low, we also introduce a

probability for a photon to hit a given pixel

Pph/pixel ≡
Nph/pixel

Nout
. (5.8)

This probability can be used to generate the detector signal for a limited number of detected

photons using a Monte Carlo algorithm. Equations (5.7) and (5.8) are provided in order to

improve the usability of our results by making it clear that using a different pixel size (S∗

in the (x,y)-plane) requires one to simply multiply our results by a ratio of S∗/Spixel.

Figure 5.11a shows the discussed probability for a 10 fs x-ray beam probing the

magnetic field filament generated using the optimized setup for the f2 laser focusing

configuration (see Table 5.2). As expected, the total number of detected photons is very

low in this case, Nout ≈ 76. It takes roughly 12 fs for the x-ray photons to traverse the

magnetic filament. We use a single snapshot taken at t= 170 fs of time-averaged quantities

from our 3D simulation to obtain the result shown in Fig. 5.11a, with the time-averaging

performed over four laser periods.

Using a longer probe pulse of 100 fs roughly increases the number of detected

photons by an order of magnitude to Nout ≈ 670. The magnetic filament evolves on this

time scale, so the calculation is performed using five different snapshots of time-averaged

quantities that are taken 20 fs apart. The result is shown in Figure 5.11b, where we plot

the number of photons per pixel, Nph/pixel. The pixels with less than one photon are not

shown on this plot. It appears that the total number of detected photons is sufficient to

resolve the shape of the magnetic filament embedded in a target.
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We conclude this section by discussing the impact of the photon polarization purity

in the probe beam. We have so far assumed that the incoming beam is linearly polarized

along the x-axis. In reality, the probe beam might contain a small number of photons

that are already polarized along the z-axis. The polarization purity P is usually defined

as a ratio of the number of these photons to the total number of photons [154]. It is the

same as the ratio of the intensity of the z-polarized part of the beam to the total beam

intensity. These photons would contaminate the signal that we have calculated and plotted

in Fig. 5.11 by introducing noise. The strength of our signal is approximately

Nph/pixel ≈Nprobe (∆φ)2 Spixel
Sprobe

, (5.9)

whereas the expected noise level due to the finite polarization purity P is

Nnoise
ph /pixel ≈NprobeP

Spixel
Sprobe

. (5.10)

By comparing the two expressions, we conclude that the noise level might be tolerable if

the polarization purity satisfies the requirement

P � (∆φ)2 (5.11)

for a characteristic rotation angle predicted by the simulations. In our case, we have

∆φ ≈ 10−4 rad, which sets a maximum acceptable value for the polarization purity of

Pmax ≈ 10−8. The polarization purity for the European XFEL is expected satisfy the

condition (5.11) by employing a polarimetry setup similar to that discussed in Ref. [154].

The results presented in this section of the chapter should be viewed as an upper

estimate for the number of detectable photons, denoted as Nout. An experimental detection

setup would necessarily have a transmission coefficient T that is less than unity, which
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would reduce the number of photons to T Nout. We anticipate a value of T ≈ 10−2. In

this case, the number of photons would become too low for single-shot detection and the

magnetic field detection would require accumulating the signal over at least tens of shots.

5.9 Summary and conclusions

We have considered a setup where a laser pulse of extreme intensity drives a strong

quasi-static azimuthal magnetic field in a classically over-critical plasma with ne� ncr.

This chapter examines the feasibility of using an x-ray beam from the European XFEL for

the detection of the magnetic field. The magnetic field embedded in the plasma rotates

the polarization plane of the incoming x-ray beam. We find that for the 6.457 keV x-ray

probe beam and a 0.4 MT magnetic field the strongest rotation occurs when the x-ray

beam propagates parallel to the magnetic field lines, which is the Faraday rotation (see

Appendix 5.10).

Relativistically induced transparency plays a critical role in generating the considered

volumetric magnetic field, as it allows the laser pulse to propagate through the over-critical

plasma. However, our simulations show that the relativistically induced transparency also

significantly reduces the Faraday rotation and it is therefore detrimental in the context of the

considered probing technique. We have shown, for the first time, that the rotation angle can

be increased by roughly an order of magnitude by employing structured targets that contain

a relativistically transparent channel surrounded by relativistically near-critical material.

The enhancement takes place because the plasma density increases at the periphery where

the magnetic field is strong, while, at the same time, the local average γ-factor drops due

to mixing between hot electrons from the channel with cold electrons from the surrounding

material. The resulting rotation angle is roughly ∆φ≈ 10−4 rad.

The use of structured targets has an additional benefit of generating reproducible
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magnetic field filaments. In the case of uniform targets, the laser pulse propagation can

be unstable, with the laser pulse unpredictably deviating from the direction of its original

propagation [31]. The resulting magnetic field filaments can then have an irregular shape,

which would undoubtedly complicate the interpretation of the discussed measurements. In

contrast to that, the structured target guides the irradiating laser pulse without allowing it

to deviate, so that the magnetic field filament generated by the laser pulse has a predictable

cylindrical structure.

We have also considered different laser focusing configurations while keeping the

energy of the incoming laser pulse in our 3D PIC simulations constant. Our main conclusion

is that choosing an f2 setup for the first day experiments at the HED instrument at the

European XFEL would allow us to meet stringent demands on the experimental setup and

laser beam focusing quality without reducing the rotation or the magnetic field strength.

The Faraday rotation produces an x-ray beam that is transversely polarized with respect

to the original probe beam. The detection of this beam is a possible path towards the

detection of the strong magnetic field embedded in a dense plasma. We have evaluated the

number of photons in this beam and found that it is roughly 103 for a 100 fs long probe

beam with 5× 1012 photons. We have concluded that based on the predicted rotation

angle the polarization purity must be much better than P ≈ 10−8 in order to detect the

signal above the noise level. We also find that single-shot detection may not be feasible if

the transmission coefficient of the experimental detection setup is 10−2. In this case, the

photon signal must be accumulated of tens of shots.

We have also performed additional 3D PIC simulations to determine what one should

expect for a different channel material and a different channel density (see Appendix 5.10).

Even though all of the simulations are performed for a hydrogen-filled channel with

ne = 20ncr, we find that another material can be used to fill the channel without affecting

the outcome if that is more practical in terms of target manufacturing techniques. A
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carbon-filled channel produces an almost identical magnetic filament. However, we find that

the electron density in the channel is an influential parameter. A denser channel (ne = 40ncr)

slows down the laser pulse propagation and the magnetic field filament becomes shorter

while the maximum rotation angle remains unaffected. This can reduce the detectable area,

causing an appreciable reduction in the number of the detectable x-ray photons. A detailed

parameter scan is required to determine the optimal electron density in the channel.

5.10 Appendices

Reduction of the Faraday and Cotton-Mouton effects

in a relativistic plasma

It is well-known that the optical properties of a plasma are dependent on the average

electron energy if this energy is relativistic. The Faraday rotation is no exception, but

the impact of electron heating on the polarization rotation is often characterized using

electron temperature [148–152]. This is not a convenient parameter for our present work,

because the distribution function is not an input function. A more convenient parameter

is the distribution-averaged relativistic γ-factor, γav, since this parameter can be readily

computed in a kinetic simulation.

The polarization rotation is given by Eq. (5.5), where α represents the change of

the optical properties caused by relativistic electron motion in a uniformly heated plasma

with a uniform density. In what follows, we determine the expression for α in terms of

γav that is then used in the main part of the chapter to evaluate the polarization rotation

in a non-uniformly heated plasma with density gradients. Our approach is to perform

a parameter scan where the Faraday rotation is computed for different initial values of

γav. The plasma is irradiated by a low amplitude plane electromagnetic wave, so that the
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electron heating by the wave is negligible and the wave can be treated as a probe.

We have performed a set of one-dimensional (1D) PIC simulations where the

electron distribution is initialized as an isotropic Maxwell-Jüttner distribution in momentum

space [155,156],

f(p)dp= ne
ζK2(ζ−1)exp

−1
ζ

√√√√1 + p2

m2
ec

2

 p2dp

(mec)3 . (5.12)

Here p is the amplitude of the electron momentum, ne is the electron density, K2 is the

modified Bessel function of the second kind, and

ζ ≡ Te
/
mec

2 (5.13)

is the normalized electron temperature. The distribution given by Eq. (5.12) reduces to a

non-relativistic Maxwellian distribution for ζ� 1. The original version of EPOCH [15] was

modified in order to load macro-particles according to the Maxwell-Jüttner momentum

distribution. In the modified version, the macro-particles are loaded using the Sobol method

detailed by S. Zenitani [157] that employs rejection sampling and spherical scattering.

In our 1D PIC simulations, a uniform plasma with ne = 7.2×1025 m−3 is irradiated

by a linearly polarized probe pulse propagating along the x-axis. An externally applied 40

kT uniform magnetic field is also directed along the x-axis. The pulse amplitude increases

from zero to a0 ≈ 0.022 and then remains constant. The electric field in the incoming

pulse has only one component, which is Ez. Without any loss of generality, we use a

pulse with 30 eV photons whose corresponding wavelength is 0.04 µm instead of using a

6.457 keV x-ray pulse whose wavelength is much shorter. As discussed in Section 5.3, the

polarization rotation scales as ∆φ∝ 1/ω2
∗, which is equivalent to ∆φ∝ λ2, where λ is the

vacuum wavelength corresponding to the pulse frequency ω∗. Using a pulse with a longer

wavelength allows us to observe appreciable rotation over a much shorter distance, making
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the 1D scan shown in Fig. 5.13 less demanding in terms of computational resources.

Figure 5.12: Spatially resolved Faraday rotation induced by a plasma with Te = 0
MeV, Te = 0.1 MeV, and Te = 0.5 MeV. The color-coding indicates the distance along
the magnetic field lines from the plasma edge where the pulse enters the plasma. Note
that the data aspect ratio is set to 1:0.2 to clearly display the rotation.

Figure 5.12 shows examples of the calculated Faraday rotation in our 1D PIC

simulations for three different electron temperatures. The electric field remains essentially

linearly polarized, with the biggest effect being the rotation of the polarization. The

rotation angle increases linearly with the distance from the plasma edge, which is consistent

with Eq. (5.5). The relativistic correction α is determined by dividing ∆φ in a plasma

with a given Te by ∆φ in a plasma with cold electrons that we denote as ∆φcold. The

polarization rotation ∆φ is compared for the same distance from the plasma edge in both

cases.

The result of a scan that yields α = ∆φ/∆φcold as a function of Te is shown in

Fig. 5.13a. The relativistic correction α is well described by K0(ζ−1)/K2(ζ−1) [148–150]

over a wide range of relativistic electron temperatures. At high temperatures, the correction

is well approximated by ln(ζ)/2ζ2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between ζ and

γav that we determine numerically for the Maxwell-Jüttner distribution. We then use it to

plot the scan result from Fig. 5.13a versus γav in Fig. 5.13b.

The relativistic correction α in Fig. 5.13b roughly scales as 1/γ2
av for γav� 1. This
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trend agrees well with the estimate given by Eq. (5.4). As expected, our result also shows

that there is no correction, i.e. α = 1, in the limit of γav → 1. In order to obtain an

expression for α in the intermediate range, we used numerical fitting and found that the

simulation results are well approximated by

α =


2.141exp(−1.508γav) + 0.6913exp(−0.2856γav) , for γav ≤ 6

2.5γ−2
av ln(γav) , for γav > 6.

(5.14)

We have so far only considered the case where the probe beam propagates parallel

to the magnetic field lines. However, the polarization of the incoming beam also changes if

the beam propagates at an angle to the magnetic field lines. In what follows, we assess the

impact of the magnetic field for a limiting case of perpendicular propagation.
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Figure 5.13: Relativistic correction to the Faraday rotation, α= ∆φ/∆φcold, as a
function of electron temperature Te (a) and average relativistic γ-factor γav (b). The
circles are the results of an electron temperature scan obtained by performing 1D PIC
simulations for a Maxwell-Jüttner distribution given by Eq. (5.12) with different values
of ζ = Te/mec

2.

If the plasma is cold, then the effect of the magnetic field is well-known. The
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polarization of the transverse electric field changes from linear to elliptical as the incoming

electromagnetic wave enters and propagates through the plasma. This effect is often referred

to as the Cotton-Mouton (CM) effect. In contrast to the parallel case, the propagating

wave is now a superposition of an O-mode and an X-mode that are both linearly polarized

in the plane transverse to the direction of the propagation. The phase velocity of these

two modes are different, so their superposition becomes elliptically polarized as the phase

difference, ∆φCM , accumulates. It should be pointed out that the effect disappears if the

transverse electric field is either purely parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field.

In the cold plasma limit, the phase difference between two eigenmodes for the

propagation parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field are given by [158]

∆φcold‖ ≡∆φcoldFR = 1
2

∆l
c

ω2
peωce

ω2
∗

, (5.15)

∆φcold⊥ ≡∆φcoldCM = 1
2

∆l
c

ω2
peω

2
ce

ω3
∗

. (5.16)

In the case of parallel propagation, it is the already discussed effect of the Faraday rotation

(FR). Here ωpe is the electron plasma frequency, ωce is the electron cyclotron frequency, ω∗

is the frequency of the probe beam, and ∆l is the distance travelled by the probe beam. It

follows from Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) that the ratio between the two is

∆φcold⊥
∆φcold‖

= ωce
ω∗

. (5.17)

We find that

ωce/ω∗ ≡ (ωce/ω∗)exp ≈ 7×10−3 (5.18)

for a 6.457 keV x-ray probe beam and a 0.4 MT magnetic field. We therefore conclude

that, for the experimentally relevant parameters, the phase shift is suppressed by at least

two orders of magnitude if the probe beam travels perpendicular to the magnetic field in a
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cold plasma.
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Figure 5.14: The phase shifts for longitudinal (∆φ‖) and transverse (∆φ⊥)
propagation of a probe pulse in a plasma with relativistic electrons. Both quantities are
normalized to the phase shift in a cold plasma ∆φcold‖ . The plotted values of ∆φ⊥ are
the numerically calculated values multiplied by (ωce/ω∗)exp /(ωce/ω∗)sim ≈ 4.7×10−2.

In order to confirm that ∆φ⊥/∆φ‖ remains small at relativistic electron temperatures,

we have performed a series of 1D simulations whose results are shown in Fig. 5.14. We use

the same plasma and probe beam parameters that were used to obtain Figs. 5.13a and 5.13b.

In the case of perpendicular propagation, the polarization plane of the linearly polarized

incoming beam is tilted by π/4 with respect to the magnetic field. This ensures that there

is no significant difference between the amplitudes of the O and X-modes excited in the

plasma, which makes the numerical detection of ∆φ⊥ easier. In order to aid the comparison

between ∆φ‖ and ∆φ⊥, we normalize the two quantities by ∆φcold‖ . Note that ∆φcold‖ is the

biggest possible phase difference over the same propagation length and it corresponds to the

Faraday rotation in a cold plasma. The value of ∆φ⊥ is too small to be easily detectable

in simulations with experimentally relevant parameters, i.e. ωce/ω∗ = (ωce/ω∗)exp. We

thus deliberately set the ratio of ωce/ω∗ to (ωce/ω∗)sim ≈ 0.15 to increase ∆φ⊥ and make
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it detectable. In order to make the comparison between ∆φ‖ and ∆φ⊥ relevant to the

experimental setup that we are investigating, we multiply the calculated values of ∆φ⊥

by (ωce/ω∗)exp /(ωce/ω∗)sim. The result shown in Fig. 5.14 confirms that in a plasma with

relativistic electrons the effect of the magnetic field remains much stronger for the probe

propagating parallel to the magnetic field lines.

Faraday rotation for a denser channel and for a channel

filled with carbon

In the main text, we optimize the radius of a structured target for different laser

focusing configurations. In all of the presented simulations, the channel is filled with fully

ionized hydrogen whose corresponding electron density is ne = 20ncr (see Table 5.1). We

have performed two additional 3D PIC simulations to determine what we should expect

for a different channel material and a different channel density.

Figure 5.15a shows three snapshots from a simulation where the channel is filled

with fully ionized carbon whose electron density is ne = 20ncr. The laser pulse and other

target parameters are the same as in Table 5.1. The rotation angle amplitude and the size

of the detectable area with a strong magnetic field are very similar to those for a channel

filled with hydrogen. The corresponding snapshots for a hydrogen-filled channel are not

shown because they look almost identical. This indicates that we are not constrained by

using hydrogen and another material can be used to fill the channel if that is more practical

in terms of target manufacturing techniques.

Figure 5.15b shows snapshots from a simulation where the channel is filled with

fully ionized hydrogen whose electron density (ne = 40ncr) is twice the value listed in Table

5.1. All other simulation parameters are the same as in Table 5.1. This denser channel

slows down the laser pulse propagation and the magnetic field filament becomes shorter.
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Figure 5.15: Snapshots of the x-ray beam polarization rotation in the case of the f1
laser focusing configuration detailed in Table 5.1. (a) The rotation in a target whose
channel is filled with fully ionized carbon. The electron density in the channel is
ne = 20ncr. (b) The rotation in a target whose channel is filled with fully ionized
hydrogen. The electron density in the channel is ne = 40ncr, which is twice the value
listed in Table 5.1.
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This is evident from Figure 5.15b, where the area with the strong rotation is almost two

times shorter compared to that in the corresponding snapshots of Fig. 5.15a. The rotation

angle however remains relatively unaffected. This result suggests that the setup can be

further optimized by changing the electron density in the channel. A detailed parameter

scan is required to determine the optimal electron density in the channel.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this study, we explore electron acceleration, gamma-ray emission and pair pro-

duction through modelling the interaction of state-of-art high-power lasers and structured

targets with kinetic simulations. Two forms of structured targets, prefilled and hollow

micro-channels, are explored and compared. It is evident that the regime with prefilled

channels outperforms the hollow-channel regime. Self-generated MT-level magnetic fields

are the key for the observed difference. A study on the Faraday rotation via an XFEL

beam shows the feasibility of detecting such a field.

Through a test particle model, we investigate direct laser acceleration in the presence

of strong azimuthal magnetic fields. The magnetic field maintains a large angle between

electron momentum and laser propagation direction such that the electron can experience

a rapid acceleration over a short distance. Test-particle runs show that the electron

acceleration in the presence of magnetic field is much stronger than that achieved with laser

fields alone. The laser phase velocity is shown to play an important role in the magnetic-field

assisted electron acceleration. In the superluminal case, electron transverse oscillations

grow with electron energy on the condition that the magnetic field keeps confining the

electron. In a realistic case, the laser pulse has a limited spot size and the self-generated
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magnetic field is bounded in space, limiting the growth of electron oscillation and therefore

electron energy. Our simulations confirm that in a tighter focusing, electrons are less

energetic due to an early loss of confinement associated with the reduced beam width. The

dependence of electron confinement on electron energy suggests that enlarging the laser

beam width could be a path to increase electron energies.

We examine the emission of collimated gamma-ray beams from laser-irradiated

prefilled micro-channels for currently available and soon-to-be available laser facilities.

We increase the laser power by increasing the laser energy and the focal spot while

keeping the peak intensity fixed. A study of power scaling (at multi-PW) through 3D

PIC simulations shows that the efficiency of conversion of laser energy into MeV-level

photons increases rapidly with the incident laser power before it roughly saturates. Detailed

particle tracking reveals that the power scaling is a result of enhanced electron acceleration

at higher laser powers; the enhancement is in both the electron energy and the number

of energetic electrons. We explore two schemes of generating pairs through the linear

Breit-Wheeler process: colliding two gamma-ray beams and colliding one gamma-ray beam

with high-temperature blackbody radiation. We find that the two approaches are somehow

comparable in terms of the produced pairs, but the process involves different parts of the

energy spectrum of the gamma-ray beam and sensitively depends on proposed parameters.

The strong power scaling boosts the number of pairs to high values suggesting a promising

detection through experiments.

Electron acceleration, gamma-ray emission and pair production in hollow micro-

channels is also studied. The negative charge of electrons inside the hollow channel causes

ions to radially move inward. The expansion of ions reshapes the electric field configuration

inside the channel and disrupts the electron acceleration. It eventually splits electrons into

two groups: one moving ahead of the ion expansion while surfing along the wall, and the

other being subject to the influence of ion motion and moving with transverse oscillations.
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The gamma-ray emission and pair yield also degrade in hollow channels due to the ion

influence. The comparison of two structured targets corroborates the robustness of prefilled

channels in generating secondary particle and radiation beams.

The feasibility of detecting the self-generated MT-level magnetic fields in the prefilled

channels is verified. The combination of the unprecedented field strength and high plasma

density rules out conventional optical and charged particle probing techniques. We choose

a linearly polarized XFEL beam as a magnetic field detection tool and calculate the

polarization rotation due to the Faraday effect. The rotation would be significantly reduced

due to realistically induced trasparency. A setup of structured targets with a prefilled

channel is able to increase the rotation angle by mitigating the relativistic transparency

effects. It is shown that with a currently available polarization impurity, the rotation of an

XFEL beam is detectable if accumulated over tens of shots. We carry out an intensity scan

(with the same laser energy but different focusing) to optimize the detection. The scan

suggests that there is flexibility regarding the laser intensity when implementing this idea

in experiments.

Hopefully this study can serve as a motivation for people to carry out experiments

exploring the novel phenomena in the interaction between high-power lasers and structured

plasma targets.
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